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In Our 90th Year

Jayne Scott Law Officials
Named Queen To Patrol
Here Friday
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VANDERBILT CHEMICAL PLANT
ONShouldSCHEME
CONSTRUCTION Facility
Be Completed

Jayne Scott, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arlie Scott, 1500 Chestnut Street, Murray, was named
as District Farm Bureau Queen
Murray Chief of Police James
at the district meeting held at M. Brown and Galloway County,
Gilbertsville on October 27.
Sheriff Eannie Stubblefield said
Named as District Farm Bu- the streets of Murray and the
reau king was Dale Sanders of highways and roads in the coBallard County. He is a fresh- unty will be patrolled throughman agriculture major at Mur- out the night on Friday, October 31,„ Halloween night.
ray State University.
Both the police chief and the
Miss Scott is a senior at MurConstruction work is proceed- firm of Singmaster and Breyer
ray High School where she is a sheriff said that persons win
on schedule at the site of of New York, which will also
ing
or
vaabe
cited
for
violations
member of Alpha Alpha Alpha,
new chemical plant of the manage construction operations.
the
NFL, and editorial editor of the dolism.
Vanderbilt Chemical Company, Mr. Jon Pierce of that firm is
The juvenile curfew is at I1.
Black and Gold. She is a mema subsidiary of R. T. Vanderbilt the resident project manager
ber of the First Baptist Church, p. m. each night except far
Company of New York, accord- The manager of the plant for
Bed Cross Youth Leader for those persons with lega ptar.
Jayne Scott, Calloway County, on the right, and Dale
Mg to Mr. F B. Vanderbilt, pre- the Vanderbilt Chemical ComCalloway County, vice-president poses of being out at a later
Senders. Ballard County, are pictured after being named
sident of that company, during pany will be Mr. E. M. Shinnof the 4-H Teen Club, delegate hour, according to the law ofDistrict Farm Bureau Queen and King at the district meeta visit to Murray Tuesday. The ers, who will move to Murray
to the State Youth Power Con- ficial&
ing at Glibertsville October V.
plant, which is scheduled for within the next few months.
ference, County Perm Bureau
next summer, is locompletion
Queen, and delegate from the
When completed, the plant
cated on Pegney Road north of
first district to the state Farm
town and east of U.S. 641 on will employ some fifty people,
Bureau Queen Contest.
the 78 acre tract which the com- and it is hoped by the company
The number one talent conMurray's city clerk, Stanford Andrus, (right) receives a
pany purchased from Charles that practically all of them can
teat was won by John Taylor,
Friends and neighbors of R. $9,727.01 check, representing South Central Bell Telephone
Miller earlier this year The be found in the Murray area.
T.
Trigg County. Melissa Walker, D.
Company's ad valorem taxes for 1969. Presenting the chock
Mr. Vanderbilt was accomMcDaniel of Murray
company is planning to acquire
McCracken County, was the Two
met Wednesday ate= Is R. KAarpenter, South Central Bell manager In Murray.
easements to be used in the panied on his visit to Murray
winner
of
the
IT
Number
TalCases were disposed of in
to pick hi-s corn. Mr. McDaniel
manufacturing process with the by Mr. J. S. Corrigall, Executhe Callaway County Court of ent Division.
is in the hoapital at Chicago,
cooperation of Cecil Holland, tive Vice President of the comJudge Hall McCuiston during
Frank Albert Overbey, and pany, and by Mr. R.-S. McClelthe past week. Records show
Those who helped pick the
lan, Vice President - EngineerFurches.
Thurston
the following occurred:
corn were Clarence Mohler,
Vanderbilt Company, ing. Mr. Vanderbilt expressed
The
Jackie W. .McElwain, Route
Bobby Mohler, Robert Yowls,
Sometimes as we sit down to
which has been in the mining himself as being vens_pleased
re,
-- -Benton; aseeding,
Melvin Young, 0. L. Cid^ Jr-.
our typewriter there is an utter Firfor about 50 years and that Murray would be the site
business
L.
Carafe
Hendon,
11103
MagPete Henson, Terry Buckingblankness in our heed. The on- $10.00 caste $1111.00;,- St-at" Po-manufacturing of this important part of the
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St.,
Murray,
Ky.
field
replice.
ham, TreUls MeCuiston, Joe D.
ly thing we can think of is
20 years, company's operations, and statsome
business
for
The
Calloway
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Country
resentative for Woodmen of the
Richard D. Rlinmons, LaCentHopkins, Ovid Sinter, Guy
'now is the time for all good
additives
for ed that he appreciated the fine
produce
plans
to
Club
will
have a homecoming Smith
World Life Insurance Society,
er, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
and Cecil Cleaver.
cooperation which has been exmen to COMO to the aid .of their
dance on Saturday, November
has beeh invited to attend a the rubber;-and petroleum in$18.00;
State
tended-by-state:and.local-officparty.",7"
Thee
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dustries
1,
from
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m.
Basic
Field
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at
the
HoliFrank Micluicia, Route One,
ia 1s and others in the company's
made
being
now
are
products
Music
will
be
by
Reed
Hale
day
Inn,
Paducah, November
activities up to this time.
You can't get much out of that Springfield, Tenn., speeding, and his band. The dance is for
South Central Bell Telephone 3-5.
Conin
plant
company's
the
at
fined $10.00 oasts $18.00; State
statement except it probably is
Company paid its 1969 ad valnecticut, .but rather .than exmembers and their intown
Police.
always true. At least you can
orem taxes today. R. K. CarThe Clinic, designed to bene- pand the facilities there, the
James A. Wilson. Route Five, guests.
get more from it than the big
penter, manager here in Mur- fit Woodmen field personnel in company elected to build a new
Hosts are Mr. and Mrs. D o n
brown fox bit. More credible (Continued on Page Nine)
ray, presented a check for $9.- Kentucky, Tennessee and Illi- plant at Murray. The site here
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
anyway.
Several persons were chart 727.01 to Stanford Andrus, city nois, will be conducted by Mel ,vas selected after a survey of a
Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Evans, Assistant to the Educa- number of prospective locatChrisp, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bill- ed, entered pleas of guilty, and clerk of Murray.
Long talk with Jim Garrison
Scuth Central Bell's $9,727.01 tional Manager, from the So- ions in the eastern part of the
ington, Dr. and Mrs. William were fined in the Qty Court of
yesterday. That's a realistic felDoss, and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. City Judge William H. (Jake) payment to the city of Murray ciety's home office at Omaha, country. Legal assistance in
Dunn during the past week. Re- is part of a $3,265,093 tax bill Nebraska.
low.
Crass.
connection with the acquisition
cords show the following occur- It is anticipated the company
of the site and with other matred:
showed us through the plant,
will pay to Kentucky cities and
has been provided by Mr.
L.
J.
"Jack"
Overstreet,
Of
Mt.
tees
At a recent meeting of the
ctsiving wi
_rilingl
ao
trt4ea
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: Woodmen atalgrkirebn A. Grebory of the firm
Ptirst District lib.afflin a
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—eld'eftierse
ThyaY
use they were being boo
south Illisasask- rtrel of Hughes and Gregory
iation, Mrs. Edna E. Darnell
$4.50
valorem tax payment of $379,- mist Mr. ENNUIS with the
ed on to the new Bee Creek
The plant is being designed
elected first vice-president
was
By GEORGE SIBERA
speeding,
fined
H. G. Pace,
907 paid to the Commonwealth School.
sewer line.
by the consulting engineering
and president-elect, and Mrs.
PARIS (UPI) — Ambassador
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Kentucky earlier this month
of
Dear Mr Williams:
Penry Cabot Lodge called for
W. B. Cole, driving while inNy the way if anybody has an Margaret Terhune was elected
These payments are part of
secretary-treasurer of the or"a new approach" to the VietThank you so much for the toxicated, amended to reckless an estimated $9,826,000 tax bill
(Continued on Page Nine)
ganization.
nam peace talks today and proexcellent newspaper coverage driving, fined $100.00 coats to be paid by South Central
The Library Association is we received
posed the conference begin secBell to the State of Kentucky
during National $4.50.
an affiliate of the First District Business
ret negotiatiuns the day after
G. S. Weldon, speeding, fined and to the counties and muniWomen's Week.
Education Association. MemberPresident Nixon's Nov. 3 speech
cipalities therein for the year
Publicity is important to $15.00 cysts $4.50.
ship is open to any Libraries every club, and we
J. E. Daugherty, driving while of 1989. These payments inon Vietnam.
appreciate
who wishes to support the or- the effotts and
"As I said at our last meetcooperation of intoxicated, amended to reck- clude eight months of sales tax
ganization. Meetings are held you and your
Dirt from 35-year-old Cut- to accommodate more than 1,- ing," Lodge said in the 40th
less driving, fined $100.00 coats collected from subscribers for
entire staff.
on a quarterly basis, at which
$4.50.
local service: however, taxes chin Stadium at Murray State 000 cars for the stadium can be session of the talks, "you of the
Yours very truly,
times many problems, as well
other side have done nothing
H. K. Pile, driving while in- paid to the Federal Government University was scatered on the used for the fieldhouse.
Mrs, Odelle Vance
as progress within the professtoxicated, amended to reckless such as social security, corpor- site of the new academic-athle-* in our 39 plenary sessions but
President
He introduced Stewart, a for- demand unilateral actions by
ion are discussed, and solutions
driving, fined $100.00 costs ate income and excise taxes re- tic complex here today to sym
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts
mer coach and athletic director, us and engage in vituperative
brought about.
$4.50.
bolize
a
blending
of
the
old
and
operations
in
Publicity Chairman
sulting from our
as a man "who dedicated him- language."
Mrs. Darnell has served in
new.
A. G. Adams, driving while Kentucky are excluded.
Murray Business and
self unselfishly to Murray "You have shown no desire to
Three guns and a record play- the rapacity of Teacher Librarintoxicated,
amended
to
reekCarpenter stated that his
Professional Women's
at Hardin
Elementary
In ceremonies marking the State."
er have been reported stolen ian
Club
company is most willing to ac(Continued on Page Nine)
from homes in Calloway Coun(Continued on Page Nine)
(Continued on Peas Nino)
cept without question its fair beginning of construction on
Besides Sparks and Stewart,
ty on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Roy
Stewart
Stadium,
Dr.
Harshare of the tax burden in the
speakers on the program were:
according to Sheriff Fannie
STAY ON CURB
communities in which it serves. ry M. Sparks, Murray State pre- Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
sident, said the tra sferred dirt
Stubblefield.
has been trod on
Wednesday while Mr. a n d
many of emeritus, during whose admia•
A request has been made for
Murray States grea t football istration initial plans for the parade goers to remain on the
Mrs. Oury Bennett, who live twn
Chad
project were made; Dr.
players.
miles west of Almo Heights,
curbs during the Murray State
Stewart, chairman of the de- University Homecoming Parade
were in Murray from about
"It carries with it the proud partment of health, physical
eight a.m. to noon, an Athens
Saturday. Motorized units of the
spirit that has abounded at Mur- education and recreation; Cal
double barrel shot guh, antique,
Madisonville Shrine District
through
ray
State
the
years
—
director;
Bill
Luther,
athletic
Editors Note: This is the cultural land to be assessed and Assembly would have to estababout 75 years old, was stolen
Three traffic accidents ha
will be in the parade and will
second in a three-part series taxed on its "use" value rather lish guidelines if it wished to been reported in the city limi the spirit of dedication, of sac- Furgerson, head football coach; need all the room possible to
from the house.
rifice, of a' desire to win, and and Col. Eff Birdsong, professor
economic
Tuesday Otis Lovins of New sizing up the Nov. 4 election than
"potential" do this, and the amendment is .4 Murray on Tuesday an
carry on their intricate manvalue. The other amendment, somewhat vague about how far Wednesday. No injuries were of ultimate victory," Sparks of military science.
Concord reported that a Brown- Tomorrow, Auditor's Race.
euvers.
said.
No. 2, would create annual ses- the legislature can go.
ing automatic 20 gauge shot
reported on the investigating
A spokesman said that viewDr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
that
added
planning
is
He
By GLEN CARPENTER
sions of the General Assembly, "Those differences in tax reports filed by the officers of
gun was stolen from his house
administra- ers will be well rewarded if
for
president
vice
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — which now meets every other rates shall relate directly to dif- the Murray Police Department. alread yunderway to locate a tive affairs, presided during the they stay well off the street
while he was substitute teachnew fieldhouse close to the staWednesday at 4:54 p. in. an
ing at one of the county schools. Two proposed constitutional year unless called into special ferences between non-revenueand give these units maneuver(Continued on Page Nine)
dium so the parking facilities
producing governmental ser- accident occurred on South llth
The other theft was at the amendments will be on next session.
ing space.
Roth amendments were ap- vices and benefits giving land Street.
home of Guthrie Osbora who Tuesday's general election bedCats involved were a 1969
lives P4 miles south of Provid- lot, one which has caused some proved for this fall's ballot by urban character which are
esce. A Winchester 16 gauge concern because of vagueness the 1968 session of the legisla- furnished in one or :reverel Buick two door hardtop ownareas in contrast to other areas ed by National Lumber ComModel 12 pump gun and Sears and another which could alter ture.
Presently all land must be as- of the taxing district," one part pany, Murray, and driven by
Roebuck record player were the- political balance of power
sessed and taxed at its "fair of this section reads.
stolen from his home between in state government.
(Continued on Page Nine)
The No 1 amendment on the cash value." The first amend12 soon and four p.m.
Supporters of the amendment,
Mrs. Stubblefield, sheriff, Nov. 4 ballot would allow agri- ment would do two things:
—Agricultural and horticult- (Continued on Page Nine)
riwo
said she would give a $50 re4
ural land would be assessed and
ward for information leading to
taxes on a property bases for
the arrest and conviction of any
the land's use value. If a landpersons regarding the thefts.
owner sells his agricultural
Walter D. Sorensen, District
land, for a subdivision, for inForester of the Western Disstance, he would have te pay a
trict, reports fires in Western
"recapture" tax. It would be
Kentucky are being reported
for the past two-year period and
daily to the District Office.
would be the difference beThe Kirksey United Method- Windy, cloudless days help
ist
tween the value of the tax paid
Church will hold its annual weeds, dry grass and leaves reon the land rated for agricul- homecoming Sunday, Novem- spond to the smallest flame;
tural purposes and the same ber 2. Rev. A. H. McLeod, of and a small flame, if not proCloudy west to increasing
tract if it had been assessed Gleison, Tenn., former pastor perly used, can develop into a
cloudiness east and cool today
and taxed as non-agricultural of the church, will be the spea- large destructive forest or grass
with occasional light rain west
WASHINGTON (UN) — The Non-agricultural land
would ker at the regular morning ser- fire.
spreading eastward
portion
latest round of military cut- continue to be assessed and
tax- vices.
Friday cloudy and continued
The .4:30 burning law is now
Pentaby
the
announced
backs
ed as before.
Lunch is to be aervedln the in effect. This law briefly states:
cool with rain. Highs today in
appears to have hit the Air
gon
—Different rates of taxation church social hall during the No bum-lung except between the
the 503 to low 60s. Low tonight
Force hardest, including the would be permitted for t h e noon hour and
the afternoon hours of 4:30 p.m said 12:00
in the 40s to the 50s.
scrapping of its only supersonic same classes of property
in the will be devoted to singing. Feato
end
and
an
bomber
heavy
same district depending on ser- tured in the afternoon program (Continued on Paspe Nine)
LAKE DATA
radar patrol flights off t h e vices provided The
A BLEND OF OLD AND NEW — Dr. Harry M. Sparks (right), president of Murray
C.mstitution will be the Hamilton Brothers.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5, Florida coast.
State University, is at the controls of • wheelbarrow of dirt from old Cutchin Stadium that
now stipulates that uniform tax Quartet of Paducah.
stationary; below dam 301.8, up
FOUR CITED
was scattered on the site of the new academic-athletic complex as a symbol of the blending
rates must be enforced.
Rev. John Jones, pastor of
0.1, no gates, open.
This week's reductions were
of old and new. Helping with ceremonies to mark the beginning of construction on the
Second Part Confusing
the church, said a large crowd
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5, part of a long-range $3 billion
Four persons were cited te
$5,297,000 project which will house a football stadium with provision for seating 20,000
was expected and extended an
rtationary; below dam 302.5, up economy move, however, that
spectators and the entire ROTC program at the university are (left to right): Roy Stewart,
It is this second party which invitation to everyone to attend. the Murray Police Department
0.2.
apparently will deal about is the most confusing. It would He said a special invitation ws
esterday and last night. They
former coach and athielic director for whom the stadium will be named; -Dr. Ralph H.
Sunrise 8:18; sunset 5:02.
equally with the Army, Navy allow the General Assembly to extended to singers. He said were for driving while intoxiWoods, president emeritus; Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, vice president for administrative
Moon rises 7:40 pm.
permit local ogicials to deter- the afternoon program would cated, speeding, petty larceey, affairs; Cat Luther, athletic director; 111.11 Furgerson, head football coach; and Col Eff Bird(Continued on Page Nine) mine tax rates. But the
(Photo by Wiloon WyptIley)
and assault end battery.
song, professor of military science.
General get underway at 1:30.
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Ten Years Ago Today
, LEDGER A TIMES FILE

Deaths reported today are Charles Hughes of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Raymond Pearson of Jacksonville, Fla.
The Murray Rotary Club voted yesterday to give $1332.00 toward
a $70,000 building at Camp KYSOC, a camp being constructed by
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children near Carrollton, Ky.
Troop 45 Boy Scouts were guests of the Murray Rescue Squad
Monday night at the City Hall,
Norman 1Qapp, Zelna Carter, Guthrie Churchill, and John Harvey Perkins attended the 159th Grand Lodge of Kentucky HAM
in Louisville last week.
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Adrian Roth Named
Poultryman Head
At Mammoth Cave'

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
CLERGYMEN AID
MENTAL HEALTH

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Members attending the annual meeting of the Kentucky Poultry
Federation at Mammoth Caste
National Park have elected
Adrian Roth, poultry expert in
the Cave City area, as the new
president of the Federation for
1970. The organization 000rdinates all membership activities
of the 38 million dollar poultry
industry in Kentucky.
Other officers elected were
Bernard Skees, vice-president,
of Elizabethtown; Paul Dunn-.
ington, secretary - treasurer,
Monticello; end Allan Davis.
Mammoth Cave, elected for the
second year as a member of the
board of directors. Past presie
dent of the poultry group,
Charles Keen of Louisville, will,
continue as ex-officio member
of the board of directors.
Official hostess at the meet-.
mg was Miss Connie Alberteon,
Kentucky Egg Queen. Connie is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Albertson of Somerset'
and attends the University of
Kentucky. Mie: Albertson receives a 1000 dollar scholarship
award from the federation.
Federation members approved April as Egg Month in Kentucky.

health center or professional
group. It also requires training
for the clergyman—and mans
such courses are today available
with National Institute of Mental Health and other support.
Another method of aid is a
kind of social counseling. Here
the clergyman gives people assistance in dealing with problem
situations, gaining insight into
themselves and others, clarifying and identifying courses of
action.

Perhaps more than almost
any others, those of us concerned with psychiatry and mental health have recognized the
role of the clergy in combatting
mental illness.
In the community in which
you live as you read this newspaper, your clergymen are aiding mental...health in many
ways.
Surveys have shown that
people turn to their religious
leaders more than to any other
professional people in time of
emotional and mental troubles.
One such study indicated that
42 percent of the people came
to see clergymen about their
problems compared to 29 percent to physicians and 28 percent to a mental health agency,
social agency, or some other
professional group or person.

A third way of help is through
support and referral.
This means giving emotional
support to a person and assisting him to understand and know
what help he needs and where
he can get it. After assisting
in getting the person help, the
pastor dbntinues the supportive
relationship in cooperation with
the helping agency.
In sum, the clergy contribute
to community mental health b),
enabling the church to fulfill
its mission; by carrying out
pastoral duties sensitively and
competently; by developing and
using counseling skills; by supporting and using community
mental health and other human
services; and by giving leadership in making the community
a place consistent with the
teachings of the clergyman's
faith.

If so many people with mental illness problems are consulting their clergyman, what is
he able to do for them?
There are a number of ways
in which religious leaders can
and do aid mental health.
One way is providing psychosocial counseling in depth. This
requires sources to which the
clergyman can turn for consultation, such as a mental

To be retitled
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI) Twentieth Century-Fox is pulling "Star!" out of theaters,
intending to re-release the Julie
Andrews musical biography of
Gertrude Lawrence under a new
title.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE -

"Uncle" Golfe C. Bazzell, age 82, died today at his home in
C olchwater.
Mr. and 'Mrs, Finis Futrell will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on November 6 at their home on the New Concord

Re-disc ec'

EARTHQUAKE SMASHES CITY OF 60,000--A rescue party prepares to search rubble for possible victims after a devastating earthquake, the worst in Yugoslavia since the killer at
Skopje in July, 1963, smashed the 60,000-resident city of Banja Luke. Not a building was
left standing in the center of the ancient city.
(CablephOto)

Road,

The Murray Insurance Agency will open in their new quarters
in the Peoples Bank Building. They have been over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store.
- The-Toal--Charnherot Conmnrce reports that there haw been
several inquiries relative to industrial expansion in Murray.

BibleThoughtfor Today
Now we exhort you, brethree, warn them that are ustruly. - I
Thessalonians 5:14,
The apostle Paul had little sympathy for those who broke the
law just to please personal whims.

scientists studying sleep
report dreams usually last
between eight and 30 minutes
apiece. It's not unusual for a
0 person to dream a total of two
or two-and-a-half hours a night.
* * *
Nutritionists report lack of
vitamin C affects blood and skin.
This vitamin comes almost
entirely from citrus fruits and
Unborn lambs have been re- juices.
moved from their mothers and

Plastic Womb
And Lung Ilao
Possibility

kept alive in plastic wombs.
With the help of artifical, pintsized lungs.
The lambs were put into plastic fish tanks filled with fluids

pump that gently transported
blood.

The man-made lung, shaped
like an envelop, was seven feet
long. Wrapped around a plastic
spool the size of a pint battle,
it kept one fetal lamb alive for
as long as 55 hours. Researchers at the National Heart Institute in Bethesda, Maryland,
hoped to keep lambs alive for

womb.
Before its use this year on 35
fetal lambs, the lung was tested on young lambs after birth

It also kept alive for a few
hours two fatally ill human infants. And one adult cancer

Cpl. Jerry McClure Jr.

Jerry McClure Ends
13-Month Tour
Of Duty In Vietnam

patient.

Marine Cpl. Jerry McClure Jr.,
The researchers think it may former resident of Cottage
be possible eventually to put Grove, is on leave following a 13
premature babies into the plas- month tour of duty in Vietnam.
tic womb and to help them He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
survive and grew in the plastic McClure of Nashville and the
womb with the pint-sized lung. grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
The lung, they believe, could Howard Austin of Cottage Grove.
McClure's wife, the former
also save thousands of infants
born with hyaline membrane Linda Veazey, is the daughter of
disease and other disorders of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Veazey of
Cottage Grove.
the lung.
The lungs are delicate, sensi
McClure was stationed near Da
live organs. Proper lung func- Nang with the llth Regiment of
tion is a matter of life and the First Marine Division.
breath. For more information
He entered the Marine Corps in
about the lungs and how they April 1968 and received his
work, contact your tuberettlosis training at Parris Island, S. C.
d respiratory disease associa- and Camp Lejeune, N.C. He was
tion They have the facts.
stationed in San Diego, Calif.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The highest known submarine
mountain timers 38.500 feet above the sea bed of the Pacific
Ocean between Samoa and New
Zealand. Its peak is 1.200 feet
'uelow the surface

ton, that the public "must"
spend this or that amount on a

Tonite thru Sat.

-WITH- HELEN STACY

"bittermedicine"

jobs in the Un.teJ States. As

A tentative schedule for the for guidclines, these
were tried
weekend has registration at 6.
p. m. Friday (Nov. 14) at Hemthrough the resort park led by
lock Lodge, welcome and in.
McGrain, then lunch at Hem
troductian at 8 p. m. followed
lock Lodge.
at 8:30 p. m . by "Geological,/
Saturday afternoon at 1:30
Story of the Natural Bridge'
field trips into the Red Rivet
State Park area" by Preston
Gorge, will be led by Clark and
McGrain, then a coffee break,
Poundstone with dinner in Hemand at 10 p. m., "Kentucky's
lock Lodge at 6, door prize
Red River Valley—Then an4
drawings at 7, a talk "The uniNow" by Bruce Poundstone.
queFloh and Fauna of the Red
On Saturday an early mornRiver Gorge" by Dr. Barbour
ing bird walk is set at 7 a. m.,
at 8 p. m. and 9 p. m. a talk
coffee before and breakfast af- by Prof. Clark on Kentucky's
ter, with a geology field walk Pottsville escarpment.
At 9 a. m. on Sunday, there
will be field trips into the gorge
and an opportunity to worship
in God's magnificent outdoor
sanctuary. Sunday afternoon
will have more field trips to
Indian Cliff Dwelling, Indian
Stairway and Rock House—or
free time to explore one's own.
In addition to the boundless
treasurers of nature that await
you on this particular weekend
at Natural Bridge State Park,
there is always the likelihood
that the glittery stuff you see
sparkling from a layer of geological structure is not fool's
gold but John Swift's long lost
silver mine . . for you not only will be in Daniel Boone
country, Red River Goreg and
Indian land, but also in the
heart of the cliffs and canyon
that many believe held the secret to a treasure so vatst "it

tion is to be curbed.
didn't have enough income af
All too often
members of ter devaluation.
Congress urge individuals and
Well, it could happen here.
business to reduce unnecessary The devaluation of the dollar,
spending so as to slow down as a result of inflation, would
inflation. But Big Government strike a massive blow at the
is the biggest spender of all. American economic system. It
Unfortunately, there are power- could cause untold hardship for
ful liberal blocs in both houses millions of people. This is why
of Congress who are wedded it is imperative that the Conto the notion that the country
gress and the state legislatures
can spend its way into prosper- and
governors— and local govity. Members of thse blocs are
erning bodies—support Mr. Nixbusy devising programs that on's antianflatian
measures.
would undermine President NixEvery layer of government
on's anti-inflation program. For
must adopt a balanced budget.
example, a huge expansion of
the free f, d stamp plan was
recently approved in the Senate.
Up the ladder
The sponsors of this legisla-

tion no doubt regard themselves as humanitarians. But it isn't
humanitarian to add to the cost
of government, to pour fuel on
the fires of inflation and, thereby to weaken the U. S. dollar.
When Americans consider
the high cost of living, they
should look at the most expensive item there is—the cost of
government. People worry about the cost of food and complain about increases. But consumers now are spending less

than 17 per cent of disposable
dollars—after taxes—for food
items. Thirty years age that
food took 25 per cent. Thirty
years ago, however, federal teaes took only 9 per cent of the
national income. Today, 26 per
will make all Kentucky • rich." cent of this income goes for
For railroad buffs, only the federal taxes.
original-beds of long abandon- Too much money is going ined railways remain, but the peo- to the operation of government

before leaving for Vietnam in
September 1968.
In March of this year, McClure

spent a week with his wife in
Hawaii
McClure graduated from
Cottage Grove, and attended
and
the
Peabody
College
University of Tennessee before
entering the Marines.

ficials, in and out of Washing-

particular program. The truth
is that the end of the world
won't come if government
By Thurman Sensing
spending is curbed. On the conIf one needs an excuse to ed from I realized "the others"
trary', the real danger of colEXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
enjoy the beauty that aboimes had seen what I had seen and
lapse comes from continuation
at Natural Bridge State Park were exclaiming aver Violas
Southern States Industrial Council of public spending at a high
near Slade, just off Mountain papilonacea, pedat, rostrat, Cyrate.
Parkway, then a Field Natural- pripendium acaule and Kalmia
Inflation is but the first step
ist Workshop coming up Nov. latifolia. We were just
towards devaluation of the dolseeing
14-15-16 will supply it. On through different
lar. Year by year, the dollar's
schools, and
A MAN WHO BELIEVED IN AMERICA
those three days within the cliff though I and they know
purchasing power has declined
that
and canyon country of the Red the violet
because government is wendand other flowers—
administraJohnson
River area in Powell and Wolfe like the
FIGHTING INFLATION -- during the
rose—by any name are
ing more money than it has. The
Counties experienced and learn- Just as
President Nixon's statement Lion and prove to be a farce.
sweet, it is the mark of
rals may fool many _,p wale
ed leads will point out and
that the will persist in applying
President Nixbies
- a good hiker to pick up
at home into thinking inflation
(neves
Nadia imam- Witi4d,-Marrio.soreafic C•uniK4
plain the- *mimics' f
is compatible with a sound dolflower or plant) the scie
tian is brought under conetol or, Arthur H. Burns, as succesof THE Natural Bridge, other
tific name.
lar, but the world at large won't
was timely and necessary.
natural stone arches and the
sor to William McC. Martin, be fooled. One day, Americans
One reason inflation has con- T. hairman of the Federal Refamous Red River Gorge.
But this is autumn and the
will wake up and find out the
tinued is that there hasn't been .erve Board, is another good
And if you thinks things geo
flowers and plants may be difworld has stopped accepting the
widespread covictian that the sign. Mr. Burns believes that
logical and botanical might be
ferent, but the rocks will be the
dollar at its present value, and
federal government is deter: the government must have the
a bit over your head, run now
same. Even if it rains, the field
insists on formal devaluation.
mined to maintain firm mess- will to resist inflation,
to the nearest phone and make
trips will go on, says Jim ButThat's what has happened
ures needed to halt runaway inyour reservations for that week.
To be sure, Mr. Nixon can't
ler, chief naturalist, Kentucky
with the British pound on two
end in Hemlock Lodge or one
flation. The president also she- singlehandely turn back th
occasions since the end of
Department of Parks, so bring odd be
of the cottages. . the weekend
applauded for his de- tide of inflation. The Congress,
along wet-weather gear.
World War 11. On each occas—will be as a cram course...
to reject wage and price as coordinate branch of the
In addition to Butler, weekion, millions of Britons lost a
and when Sunda yeverung has
controls and the imposition of federal gavermnent, bears a
end leaders will include Carl
percentage of their savings.
come you too might be amazed
ital responsibilty in the antiM. Clark, Bruce Poanastone, guidelines. Wage and price conTheir
pension and life insurance
at the things there wer to learn
trols would create black mark- inflation struggle. Money bills
Preston McGrath and Roger W.
plans and hopes were cruelly
—including new friends—and
eta, disrupt production, and ap arise in the House of Reprealtered by devaluation. Those
Barbour, all of the University ply a
maybe even that fossilferous
brake to investment in sentatives, and the flow of these
of Kentucky.
who thought they had enough
geologic structures containing
industry—the source af new bills must be curbed if inflato get by learned that they
brachiopods and brachyurans
from the Cambrian of the Paleozoic has more charm, much
more, than you first thought.
Dan Gatef em fern fern fern'
For instance, back in the
spring when 1, along with dozens of others, started down a
path to Chimney Rock Creek in
the Red River Gorge as part
of Wildflower Weekend I exclaimed over incredibly beau!,
ful violets, mocassin flowers
and plants and wondered why
the others didn't see what I
saw. After wto hours in the
gorge and back where we start-

necessary for life. Tubes were
inserted into the unborn lamb's
blood vessels, making a kind of
Lmbilical cord. One tube connected to a compact artifical
lung that was powered by a

longer times and want to show
that a fetus can actually grow,
not just survive, in the plastic

SENSING THE NEWS

MURRAY.

JAIL FELLOW WILL MET One of several Ohio Univeraity
students wtro volunteered lo clean up the city jail in Athens,
Ohio. wield. a big blush. At the left is some of the
trash.

ple are here and they remem at all levels. The proponents of
ber and there are the old de big government spending first
pot at Slade with its unique became entrenched in Washingarchitecture, the tunnel at Nat- ton. Thoy are still there. But
ural Bridge and Nada Tunnel the big spenders also are to beRight now, pick up the phon found at the state, county and
and call area 502, 22-3226 or municipal level Taxes in these
Central
Reservations, areas are growing at an enormwrite
Kentucky Department a Parks, ous rate, as taxpayers can read593 East Main Street, Frank ily testify. E% cry layer of bufart. Ky 40601 for your reser reaucracy in the United Statet
vation. Toll free calls can b ricw proclaims aileged "needs's
made from Louisville by dia:- of their government depart,
gencies.
ing 583-9796, Lexington 252- memo, and
4913 and Covington -Cincinnati One frequently hears the

area 261-2e43.

,statement from -government of-
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RAMEY METZGER
presents •
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of
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Jean-Louis Trintignant

HOLLYWOOD
S, Sat.( lemen.S•
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Elaine May's 19-year-old daughIS r.rted I. P•••••••Ir Iron.
•on.W..1.
ter, Jeannie Berlin, is climbing
fAS,V.A.COLOR
the Hollywood ladder with a
.N Al DUSON FILMS
role opposite Elliott Gould and
Candice Bergen in "Getting PERSONS UNDER
17 NOT AOMITTRO,
Straight" for Columbia Pictures,

v

* TODAY *
and Saturday
navvuw.
"WHOLLY ABSORBING AND INTRIGU
ING! ISEFRESHIPTGLY OFFBEAT AND
CHALLENGING, WITH RAUNCHY
HUMOR AND POUNDING ACTION!"
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elected wer.
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Furgerson Feels That Racers
Should Have Beaten E.Tenn.

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY - OCTOBER JO. late

Although Murray State's 10-10
tage of the Buc mistake. After
tie with East Teunessee
must be
considered an upset, Murray blocking the punt inside the Buc
15, the Racers lost the ball on
Coach Bill Furgerson
feels hls an interception on their first
Racers should have won
the try from scrimmage.
game.
Murray stars were numerous
"We dominated play
most of but defensive end Mike Dungan
the game, had an edge in
most had perhaps the best game as he
statistical departments, and had
made 8 tackles, 6 assists, !lockiigeveral opportunities to
win," ed a punt, deflected two passes
said.
in the East Tennessee backfield,
East Tennessee had won six
and threw the East quarterback
straight games going into last
for losses twice.
Saturday's contest and led the
Fullback Rick Fisher had 125
Ohio Valley Conference with a
yards rushing in 27 tries, one
3-0 record.
of his runs going for 50 yards,
Murray outrushed the Buccanand caught 2 passes for 33 yareers U9 yards to 95 and had
ds. Quarterback Matt Haug com208 yards passing to the Bucs
pleted 171 of 24 passes for 208
106. However, the statistic that
yards and a touchdown and bereveals why Murray tied instead came the OVC top
passer for
of winning is turnovers. Murray
the season with 96 completions
had 7 while East Tennessee had In 189 attempts
for 1339 yards
only one. The Racers fumbled and 13
touchdowns.
twice and had five passes interJack Wolf and Russ Hake both
cepted. East had a punt blocked. caught 5 passes
in the game
LITTLE LEAGUE FOOTBALL CHAMPS AT MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL. The
Both East Tennessee scores and Billy Hess 4. Hake scored
Pictured, first row, left to right: Tony Boone, Robbie Hibbard, Ricky
Bears won their sixth game 13-7 over the Steelers in the final game at the
came after Murray errors, but the only Racer Tr)
Lovett, Bobby Knight, Steve Utley, Jamie Johnson, Mark Cavitt, Gary Moore,
on a 14-yard
Murray High field. The Bears won two games over each of the other teams. The
the Racers couldn't take advam paes from
Rusty Moore, Randy Brandon. Second row, left to right: Mike Beane, Keith
haug. Stan watts had
teams'
final standings were Bears 11-0, Colts 3 3, Sieeters 2-4, and Browns 1-5.
Bindert, Kenny Adams, Jeff Woods, Dale McCuiston, Ken Grogan, Dan Foster,
a 40-yard field goal, only two
Dale McCuiston led the league in scoring with thirteen touchdowns. The winning
and David Noffsinger. Coaches Jim Boone and Bob Hibbard. Not present when
yards shy of the Murray record
coaches were Bob Hibbard and Jim Boone who have coached the Bears the
which be set last season.
pictures were taken were Gary Darnell andliJeff Reeder.
past two seasons. The teams are composed of sixth and seventh graders.
The Racers will play Eastern
Kentucky Saturday in the feature
event of Murray's Homecoming.
the principal owners of the weather. I plan to spend most aren't going into this for
Eastern is one of two OVC teams
dub, said the transaction will of my time in Florida in the strictly personal investment
that Bill Furgerson has not beatbecome final Friday. No teems futur e."
purposes."
en since he has been Murray's
John Young Brown, president Other
of
the deal have been disclosed.
17
members
coach.
The other is Austin Peay,
of the
MINNEAPOLIS• ST. PAUL
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP
Mrs. Gregory, heiress to the of Kentucky Fried Chicken, combine included David A.
(UPI).- Bill Riv2ey has officially Murray's opponent a week from
Inc.,
confirmed
a
United
Press
Stockholders of the Kentucky McLean mining fortune, and
Jones, board
Saturday. Eastern is 3-3 for the
chairman of
taken
over
the
helm as season
Colonels of the American tier husband have owned about International report Wednesday Extendicare, Inc.; H. Wendell
and was squeezed out
manager
of the Minnesota
that
his group will acquire Cherry,
Basketball Association meet 90 per cent of the club since it
president of ExtendiTwins and praised his new 27-26 by Western Kentucky last
today to formally approve the was founded. She said one of controlling • interest in the care; Stuart Jay, president of
Saturday.
team "as the best club that
Colonels.
acquisition of the club by five the reasons she and her
General Educational Service,
I've ever had to manage."
"We're going into this for lots Inc., and
husband were selling the club
J. David Grissom, a
NAPA, Calif. (UPI)-Every- Louisville businessmen.
But Rigney, who was introFrom Joe Tom Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gregory, was because, "I hate cold of reasons," Browp said. "One local attorney.
ere you go on the pro golf
duced by Twills owner Calvin
is community involvement. We
ur these days all anyone ever
Griffith at a news conference at
The undefeated Murray State
Ls about is the "young
Met Stadium Tuesday, said it
cross country team will run in
Ions," bet in the $140,001
was too early to discuss what
the seven-team Western KentucKaisr International Open- startchanges he might make in the
ky Invitational Meet in Bowling
lag today please don't overlook
starting lineup.
Green Saturday.
e "old guard."
However, Rigneys did say ge1
The seven-team field will inThere is no denying the this
would pick three new coaches, By United Press International clude
Murray, Western, Eastern ave had their days
on the tour
retaining one of the present
Kentucky,
Southeast Missouri, Is year, led by such as Dave
The Boston Bruins still can't
coaches in order to have
Middle Tennessee, Vincennes,
Hill, Ray Floyd, Bobby Luna,
someone "who knows the win in Toronto- except, ap- and Beller
mine.
Tom Shaw, Dale Douglass,
personnel." He did not say who parently, when it counts.
Murray
ran
its
string
of wins to Larry Ziegler and Steve Spray,
The Maple Leafs beat the
that coach would be.
five last Saturday by beating Wes- But
they haven't been the
Rigney, who replaced Billy Bruins, 4-2, Wednesday night,
tern 29-26 on the Western course,
whole show and they probably
Martin, said he may use the marking the 23rd consecutive Gregg
FuLlarton
was
Murray's won't even get a call in the
platooning system that Martin time Boston has failed to win in first
finisher but he finished Kaiser.
used during the 1969 season Toronto in National Hockey second
to Western's Hector OrThe best any of them could
when the Twins won the League play.
Power play goals by Murray tiz for individual medal. Ortiz do Wednesday in the 80-man
kmerican League Western Dlviran
the
four miles in 19:34.3. pro-am prelude was a fiveOliver aad, Jim McKenney gave
crown.
Fullarton had-a-W-S.Otber.
uncTer-plif 87 by Lunn OC
Griffith, who sat at Illeaey's Toronto a 2-1 lead and Roe ray scorers'were
do'irSePorft Tertirse.
1ght during the news confer- Ellis scored the decisive goal in In fourth place
with
a
20:29;
By compassion veterans Gene
ence, said he would like to sit the second minute of the final Darrell
Remole
in
fifth with 20:- Littler (39 years old), Lionel
down with Rigney and analyse period. Ken Hodge and Wayne
31; Bob Weis in seventh with Hebert
(40), Arnold Palmer
"our whole organization" be- Cashman scored for Boston, 20:57, and Bill
Clark in eighth (40),
Barber (38),
Miller
fore deciding to make any which suffered its first defeat with 21:06.
Tommy Jacobs (34) and Deane
trades. But, he said, "if we of the season after six victories Murray won
the WKU Invitat- Beman (32) tore up both the
make a trade, it will be a big and a tie.
north and south courses.
In other games, the Minneso- ional last year.
one."
About the only top players
Griffith said he did not feel ta North Stars defeated the
not in the Kaiser are U.S. Open
that the gate would be hurt Montreal Ceoediens, 4-1, the
champ Orville Moody, who is in
next season because of fan New York Rangers beat the
Australia, and Dave Hill, the
reaction to his firing of Martin, Pittsburgh Penguins, 3-1, the
second leading money winner
but said it would "depend on Detroit Red Wings downed the
this year and a three time
whether or not the team is Los Angeles Kings, 5-2, and the
champion. Hill was here for
Oakland
Seals topped
the
winning."
practice
rounds, then was
Chicago Black Hawks, 3-1.
excused to go home to Florida
Danny Grant, drafted by
Minnesota from Montreal,
to take care of pressing
personal problems.
scored his sixth goal of the
Jack Nicklads winner of the
season on a power play at 16:33
Sahara Invitational two weeks
of the second period to give the
ago, turned up in the pro-am
North Stars a 2-1 lead. Bill
IMPORTANT NOTICE! Quality Tableware with both Certificates and Passbooks!
NEW YORK (UPI}-Tom
with a 71 on the north course.
Goldsworthy followed with another power play goal early in Seaver, picked out of a hat by He didn't play in the two
With deposits of $25 or more, you receive your first 5-piece setting of Tableware
the third period to ice matters the New York Mets three years previous Kaisers, so everything
or a piece of high-quality Stainless Cutlery free. Additional settings of
for Minnesota.
ago, today added a shiny crown here is a bit new. Still, the
Quality
Tableware or Cutlery may be purchased at the low cost of $2.25.
slimmed-down
Jack
had little
Terry Sawchuk, starting his to his glittering collection of
first game as a Ranger, honors when he was selected a trouble cranking it out, and is
as one of the
By United Press International stopped 33 Pittsburgh shots to near-unanimous choice as the regarded
help New York to victory. The 1969 National League Cy Young favorites, as well as Billy
Casper, who shot a 69 on th
The new owners of the Ranger goals came from rookie Award winner.
The 24-year-old righthander, south course in the pro-am.
Kentucky Colonels are gettini Bill Fairbairn, Walt Tkaczuk
something
extra for their and Rod Selling, the last one who won 25 games this past
coming with five seconds left season to help the Mets capture
mone)'- a first-place team.
The Colonels, in the process and the Pittsburgh net empty. the National League pennant,
Detroit scored twice within received 23 of the 24 votes cast DEVANEY SIGNED
of being sold to a group of five
Louisville businessmen, climbed two minutes early in the third In the balloting to select the
into a three-way tie for the period, including Gary Mona- circuit's outstanding pitcher.
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)-NebrasEastern Division lead in the ban's first NHL goal, to break The lone dissenting vote went ka football Coach Bob Devaney
knuckleball
to
es Phil Niekro of has been signed as an assistant
American Basketball Associa- its game open against the
tion by beating the Dallas Kings. Gordie Howe required the Atlanta Braves.
DEPOSIT ANY AMOUNT!
coach for the north squad in the
Chaparrals, 122-117, Wednesday four stitches to close a gash
Lions American Bowl game
WITHDRA
WABLE JUNE 30
Seaver
originally
began
his
below
his
nose in the opening
night.
here Jan. 3, it was announced
Stockholders of the team are minutes of play but he came career in the Atlanta organiza- Wednesday.
expected
to issue formal back to break a 1-1 tie for the tion, as the Braves drafted him
Devaney joins Penn State's
approval of the transaction Wings with his 736th regular from the University of Southern Joe Paterno as assistants under
California
campus
1966.
in
He Notre Dame's Ara Parseghian,
today, with the sale being season goal later in the first
was signed to a $50,000
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
period.
finalized Friday.
while the South staff will be
Rookies Wayne Muloin and contract, but it was then headed by South Carolina's
Well-balanced scoring made
the difference for the Colonels, Don O'D000ghue scored their learned the Braves had violated Paul Dietzel. with Darrell
who took a 9-8 lead in the first first NHL goals as Oakland a rule by drafting Seaver after Royal
as one
of Texas
ALLEN ROSE
304 E. Main
753-7921
BRUCE THOMAS
ed
od and stayed in front the gained the Western Division the start of the USC baseball assistant.
season,
lead.
The victory, the seventh
of the way. Sam Smith and
William D. Eckert, then the
Carrier each scored 19 in eight games with the Hawks
ts, Jim Ligon added 18 and over the last two seasons, was baseball commissioner, voided
tile Dampier had 17. Game brilliantly fashioned as goalie the deal and offered Seaver to
nors went to Glen Combs of Gary Smith turned back 41 any team willing to meet the
shots. Eric Nesterenko spoiled $50,000 offer. Only three teams
Dallas with 24 points.
rAs T-HE ONE MAN OH
Joining in the first-place tie his shutout with a second expressed an interest- the PhiBIG DEAL!! 1•04.1 ALL HAVE THE
ladelphia Phillies, Cleveland
with Kentucky and idle Caroli- period goal.
, EARTH WITH THE POWER
POWER
TO CELEBRATE IT ANY
Indians and the Mets.
na were the Indiana Pacers,
TO SHIFT A liaKTIONAL
TIME
`IOU
WANT TO -AND THERE
names
The
of
three
teams
the
129.113 victors over the Pit- WIN BALLOTING
HOLIDAY-ISN'T A THING HE.CAN DO
were thrown into a hat and the
tsburgh Pipers. John Brisker ol
Mets won what has turned out
ABOUT IT!.'Pittsburgh led all scorers with
NEW YORK (UPI).-St. Louis
MESSAG
be the biggest break of their
to
42 points, but the Pacers went Cardinal pitcher Steve
Carlton, existence.
FROM
on a 20-8 scoring streak in the who broke a major
league
The Cy Young Award has
final period to clinch the game. record with 19
strikeouts on been in existence since 1956,
Roger Brown led Indiana with Sept. 15, and
Boston Red Sox when Don Newcombe of the
31 points and Bob Netolicky shortstop Rico Petrocelli,
who Brooklyn Dodgers was honored,
added 28.
established a new American
CONTINUEDIn the only other game League record for shortstops but it wasn't until 1967 that
awards
separate
were
present.
played, Levern Tart scored 25 with his 40th homer of
the ed to American and National
points and Bill Melchional 22 to season on Sept. 29, have
won
pace the New York Nets to a the monthly balloting for the League pitchers. Bob Gibson of
the St. Lquis Cardinals was the
99-92 victory over the Miami Van
Heusen
outstanding 1968 National League winner.
F
Achievement Award.
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Beta Sigma Phi
Hears Willard Alls
At Regular Meeting

1111Deat.-104611Readers define
the word 'hippie'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In response to your request for a
definition of the word "hippie," the following is rendered:
In one particular lawsuit "hippies" are identified as
unconventional young persona in rebellion against competitive middle-class values who usually consort with their own
kind er.d tend to symbolize rebellion thru hirsuteness and
picturesque garb. Sincerely, SAN DIEGO ATTORNEY
DEAR ABBY: The word "hippie" has no meaning. It is
simply another example of the American penchant far
classifying, pigeon-holing and lumping together everything
and everybody into convenient little categories.
In the minds of ignorant small-minded people, a "hippie"
is equated with uncleanliness, drug addiction and the
communist conspiracy. This image has become so implanted
in the American mind that many people who wear their hair
long and dress individually are harassed by the police, denied
their civil rights, and have been violently attacked by their
fellow Americans.
I have worn my hair long for two years, and I dress to
suit myself. I bathe at least once a day. I don't use alcohol or
drugs, nor do I advocate the overthrow of our government.
In fact, I served in the United States air force and received
an honorable discharge.
No one likes to be called a "hippie." I have a name. My
parents gave it to me when I was born, and it suits me just
"WILLIAM"
fine. I know who I am Thank you.
DEAR ABBY: A hippie is a runaway, a cop-out, an
escapist. He has nothing to contribute to society and hangs
around with people like himself, sharing that "nothing." Re
gives the appearance of being unwashed and hill hair Is long
and wild. He dresses in a manner to attract attention while
Insisting that all he wants is to be left alone to do his
"thing." (His "thing" is doing nothing.1 He shouts about
his Prieht" to discover his own identity and to be "himself"
Then he turns on with marijuana and LSD, and can't
remember where he's been or who be is.
A hippie is anti-establishment, anti-church, anti-conformist, and anti-everything. But if you line up these
"individualists" side by side, you can't tell one from the
A 23-YEAR-"OLD FOGEY"
other.
DEAR ABBY: A "hippie" is something that looks Illus
a Jack. dresses like a Jill, and smells like a John.
JOE MILLER
DEAR ABIGAIL: So you want to know what a hippie is?
Please pay attention: "Untoileted. One who sprang forth
unattended, a random product of some indifferent mating
TOM LEARY
process.' Cheers
DEAR ABBY: Define "hippie." From one who has been
involved tin the "hip" scene fully for the past five years, I'll
let you in on a little secret: There ain't no such animaL It
was a creation of Time, Inc., to sell magazines Sincerely,
GARY G. TAYLOR, L k,Cal.
DEAR ABBY: You asked for a definition of hippie?
What's the matter with the three-letter word "BUM"?
L k TIMES READER
DEAR ABBY: "Define a hippie," you say. When I bear
"respectable" (and narrow-mindedl women my age making
caustic remarks about "hippies," I have felt that this sort of
confrontation has occurred again and again thru history. So
I finally broke into verse. Here is my poem:
"What are these persons — bearded, shabby and not
overclean, who preach against our emperor, our legions and
our shrines?
"My dear, they are a strange sect called Christians, I
believe."
Cook it, kids, no lions this time. Merely jail or fines! I
fear my sympathies lie entirely with the younger people.
HERtdONA BEACH GRANDMA
Sincerely,
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The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met at the
Community Center on
Drive at seven-thirty o'clock in
the evening on Monday, October 27. The meeting was called to order by Mrs, Willard
Ails, president.
Mrs. Ray Sims was in charge
of the program, "Environment,
You
Leave it to meat to be appropriate for any occasion.
Health, Work, sod Play" and
This
raved.
family
your
and
night
last
dinner
broiled it for
had as guest weaker, Willard
afternoon, your husband came home to an open-faced sandwich.
Tlsureedy, October 30
Miss Rita Ryan, bride-elect o
All.,, who gave a very informaThe Woman's Missionary Soc- And from the way he talked. ),,tpu know that he never gummed
The Day Apart program for iety of the Oak Grove Baptist
tive talk on Drug Abuse, ex- Ed Dykstra, was complimente •
that he was eating last night's 14.4overs with warm gravy.
plaining the affects of various with a tea held at the lovely the WSCS of the Paris District Church met Monday evening at
But what about tonight? You are planning to invite a few
drugs on the body and encour- home of Mrs. 0. C. Wells on *111 be held at the Good Shep- seven o'clock at the parsonage
Church
Methodist
meetUnited
friends to the house. The invitation wasn't for dinner, but you
aged everyone to be concerned South Fifth Street on Saturday, herd
for its regular monthly
can't let them leave without tasting something extra special from
it 9:90 a.m.
about this matter. "Tomorrows October 25.
ing
•••
your kitchen. After all, if you're at all like me, you're just a lett
pretwenty-one
The
gracious
for
do
we
hostesses
were
what
on
depends
There
society
a show-off at heart!
of
f
Association
children.
Murray
The
three
occasion
Mrs
the
were
Wells
today," concluded Mr. Alls.
sent including
The roll call and minutes of and Mrs. Martha Nelle Wright. Childhood Education Under Six Roll call was answered by each
Once again, leave it to meat—this time, lean ground beef. This
Mrs. Wells greeted the guests will be held at the Robertson telling of a trip they had taken recipe is one of my party favorites. The chunks of pineapple
the last meeting were read by
the door and invited them School at 7:90 p.m.
at
treasurthe
and
secretary
or a favorite focd or hobby that really add a festive touch. And even though just thinking about
the
•••
to the receiving line composed
these Meatball Tidbits puts me into a party mood, I can't help
they enjoy.
er's report was given.
Saturday, November 1
Minutes were read by t h e mentioning how nutritious these bite-size nibbles are.
Service chairman, Mrs. Isaac of the honoree and her mother,
homecoming secretary and approved. The
annual
The
Adams, discussed the upcoming Mrs. Charles B. Ryan.
MEATBALL TIDBITS
in the Stu- treasurer's report was given.
held
be
will
dance
chose
to
honoree
The
wear
favHalloween
service project.
from eight
Old and new business was
ors will be distributed at the from her trousseau a white knit dent Union ballroom
Two bands discussed and taken care of
school for Headstart Program dress and her mother wore a p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
children on Friday, October 31; white knit suit Their hostesses' will play. Admission is $2.50 Mission actions of the month
personal items will be taken to gift corsages were of pink car- per couple and is sponsored by were reported New mission
the Inter Fraternity Council actions were planned for the
the Westview Nursing Home in nations.
Refreshments were served and the Panhellenic Council of month.
November, and needed articles
for patients at Western State from the beautifully appointed MSU.
An interesting report on Lu•••
tea table overlaid with a cloth
will be taken in December.
ther Rice Wilkins, an early
Monday, November 3
Mrs. Dan Wall, membership in shades of pink with ribbons
Baptist missionary, was gisen
The Olga Hampton WMS of by Opal Smothermon. The stuchairman, reported that four re. Interwoven and centered with a
cent guests have joined the sor- lovely floral arrangement o f the Sinking Springs Baptist dy, "A Spark Catches Fire",
ority. They are Mrs. Ed Thomas, pink and red carnations. The Church will meet at the church was discussed and explained
Mrs. Wallace Parkin, Mrs. Ellis appointments were in crystal. at seven p m. with Mrs. Billy by the following: Beth HumphMiss Melissa Trevathen, Miss Paschall as the leader.
Perry, and Mrs. George Karmareys, Youlonda Grooms, Gray
Se.
vas, A transferee from Louis- Barbara Brown, and Mrs. Steve
Evitts, Carolyn Hicks, Pauline
The Coldwater United Metho- Story.
ville, Miss Nancy Brown, was Tress presided at the tea table
The register table was center- dist Church WMS will meet at
a guest for this meeting.
Another study was entitled,
The Halloween motif was us- ed with an arrangement of the church at seven p.m.
"Unacclaimed Disciples". This
1 small onion, minced
1 pound lean ground beef
•
•
•
2 cup chow mein noodles,
1
/
ed in decorating for this meet- roses. Miss Kameil Simmons
was discussed by Sherry Pas2 eggs, slightly beaten
Tuesday, November 4
crushed or dry bread
1/2 teaspoon garlic salt
:hall, Dclpha Taylor, Freda
ing and everyone came dressed presided at the register.
Lovely floral arrangements in
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- Humphreys, and Vicki Humphcrumbs
4 teaspoon pepper (no salt)
1
/
in Halloween attire. Mrs. Ray
Sims received the prize for best the bride-elect's chosen colors der of the Rainbow for Girls reys.
costume. Games were played of pink .,and re* were used will meet at the Masonic Hail
The prayer calendar was read Mix above ingredients and roll into small halls Roll in flour
at seven p.mo— and the hostesses, Mrs. Fred throughout the Wells home.
and prayers for the missionar- antrbrown careTuBY iii well CAW Sit.•••
Gardner and Mrs. Gerry Re- • Guests called during the
ies were made.
The Goshen United Methodist
quarth, served refreshments of hours of two to four-thirty o
Those present other than the Serve with following sauce:
clock in the afternxm. Forty Church WSCS will meet at the ones on the program were:
donuts and apple cider.
Those present were: Mes- persons were included in the church at seven p.m.
4 cup brown sugar
1
/
Mrs. Jane Morton, Mrs. Nell
4 cup soy sauce
1/
•••
4 clip pineapple juice
1
/
4 teaspoon powdered ginger
1
/
dames Isaac Adams, Willard guest list.
West, Mrs. Belinda Anderilin,
S's
The View:Mater! Circle of Mrs Linda Evitts, Mrs. Pauline
2 cup ketchup
1
/
Ails, John Emerson, Wallace
therst 'United Methodist Cooper, Mrs. Beverly Foutch,
Ford, Fred Gardner, Nolan HarChurch WSCS will meet at the Mrs. Dianne Paschall, Tina
vey, John Bina, Bob Hopkins,
home of Mrs. Frank Kane, 1617 Evitts, Cindy and Christy And- Heat and add meatball, to sauce. Simmer a few minutes. On a
John Mikulcik, Gerry Requarth,
toothpick, place small chunk of pineapple atop each meatball.
Keeneland Drive, at 9:30 a.m. erson, and Bro Smothermon.
Ray Sims, Dan Wall, Chester
platter in sauce.
Note change in date.
Wildey„ Ed Thomas, and WalThe meeting was adjourned Serve on heated
•••
• Miss Suzanne Mclace
with prayer Refershments were
The Delta Department of the served and a social hour followDug "d Miss Patricia WiggOf the nation's nearly 27
The October meeting of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
million women working in white
ins.
ed.
Take no chances on
Murray Alumnae Chapter of at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
•• •
•••
collar, professional, sales or re-entering a burning
building to
Sigma Sigma Sigma was held in Hostesses will be Mesdames ElIf storage space is at a industrial jobs, 19 per cent are save property. Only the saving of
the home of Mrs. Joseph Rex- liott Wear, Henry Warren,
premium, use under-the-bed widowed, divorced or separated. lives justifies taking a personal
roat on Kirkwood Drive.
Myrtle Wall, R. H. Thurman,
Mrs. Charles Hoke, alumnae Eugene Tarry, and Miss Lorene containers that come in metal, Fifty-nine per cent are married risk. Leave the job of fire Ni7,
and living 5with their husbands, righting to firemen.
president, presided during th
paperboard and wooden the Institute of Life Insurance
business session. Reports were
•• •
reports.
heard from the Alpha Chi Chap- The Kappa Department of the versions.
The home of Mrs. D. L. Brown ter at Murray University an Murray Woman's Club will meet
was the scene of a household plans for Homecoming were di at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
-- -• - •
shower given honoring Miss cussed.Hostesses will be Mrs. Dan W.
Announcement was made of
Vicki Spiceland, bride-elect of
and Mrs John Belt.
Miller
Arley James Wilkins, on Satin - the coffee in honor of the alum
Se.
day, October 25, at ten-thirty nae to be held in the collegiate
chapter's sorority room immed
o'clock in the morning.
A dampened washcloth and a
For the occasion the honoree lately following the Homecomchose to wear a green double ing Parade. Hostesses will be bar of soap in a plastic bag ought
breasted hopsacking dress with the collegiates and the local to be standard equipment in the
Extras like whitewalls. Super efficient overhead cam engine, disc brakes,
matching accessories She was patronesses; Mrs. Jo Nell Ray- carrying case of a baby stroller
4-speed stick shifts. Deluxe wheel covers, locking gas caps, full
full-synchro
Mrs.
Spiceland,
burn,
Samuel
or
carriage. The items make
presented with a corsage of
vinyl upholstery, undercoating ...even a radio and tachometer on the
Mrs. Charles Finney, Mrs. H. quick clean-ups a breeze.
yellow rosebuds
* * *
sports cars. All included in our list price.
The table was adorned with C. Underwood, and Mrs. Hubert
1600 Sports
a floral centerpiece created of Brandon.
Compare Datsun's features.
Freeze suitable leftovers for
The group discussed adoption another meal instead of letting
flarahundi roses and cultured
You'll discover you get more
roses made by Mrs. 011ie Brown. of a local service project in add- them become lost in the regular
luxury, more extras, much
Guests were served finger ition to the National Robbie part of the refrigerator.
more car for the money.
* * *
sandwiches and sweets with Page Memorial Project. The na-

Miss Rita Ryan Is
Complimented With
Tea On Saturday

Oak Grove Baptist
WMS Has Meeting,
At The Parsonage

Alumnae Chapter
Of Sigma Sigma
Sigma Has Meet

Vicki Spiceland Is
Honored At Shower
At Brown Home

A

Take a look at 1970 Datsun
& discover all the extras you get
at no extra cost.

I

coffee and spiced tea.
The hostesses for the delightful occasion were Mrs. Max
Beale, Mrs. Gillard Ross, Mrs.
Joe Outland, and Mrs. D. L
Brown,
Thirty-four persons were present or sent gifts.
•••

Everybody has a problem. What's yours! For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box erteo, Los Angeles, CaL MIL and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Fer Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
mod is to Abby, Box Wee, Los Angeles, Cal. NM.
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tional project made possible the
Breads belong in a bread box
new Children's Playroom at or in the freezer. The
North Carolina Memorial Hospi- refrigerator tends to dry them
tal, Chapel Hill, which was de- otherwise.
dicated on October 12.
* * *
The November meeting willi
Use turntables in the
be a work meeting for the serrefrigerator for organizing small
vice project in the home o
containers, making them easy to
Mrs. Richard Knight at 7:00
reach.
p.m. on November 19.
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Mr. and Mrs Jock Haskins et
Hickman Route Three are the
pastern of a baby girl, Kelly
Paige, weighing seven pounds
124 ounces, born on Monday,
October 27, at 8:40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos*
tal.
The new father is football
coach at Fulton County High
School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Frank Dibble of Murray
and Mrs. William Haskins of
Falconer, New York.
Great grandparents are Ralph
Dibble and Glen Whiteman of
Bangor, Mich., and Mrs. George
Olson of Jamestown, N. Y.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Bob Allen of Murray announce the
birth of a daughter, Angie Lou,
born on Saturday, October 25,
at the Mayfield Hospital.
Mrs. Allen is the former Lou
Anne Page of Mayfield.
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An occasional wiping of light
bulbs with a sudsy sponge
literally brightens the scene.
Dust creates a "fog" on the slim
and inhibits light passing
through at its brightest level.
* * *

A SE-WITCHER is Lucille carpenter, a Holiday on Ice beauty,
as she zooms into seasonal Halloween routine. What a spook!

Old nylon stockings,
laundered and dried, make soft
washable "innards" for stuffed
dolls, animals and television
pillows.

THE SOUND MOVE

* POE
HE CAN KEEP A SECRET Navy Storekeeper Jerry Silver,
whose mother ts beammg at him in Los Angeles, didn't
want his parents to worry about him while he was stationed in Vietnam. an he kept them convinced he was stationed in Taiwan during his 14-month tour. His mother said,
"We were very surprised, but also very proud.-

Drive a Datsun
then decide at:
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SEDANS • WAGON • PICKUP • SPORTS CARS

Lassiter & McKinney
,810 SYCAMORE ST, Datsun Inc.
ph. 753-7114
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With purchase of any major oliance

100% FROST
PROOF
GIANT
SIZE FREEZER

Washer Model WA2N-2 agitate speeds.
2 spin speeds. 3 cycles Snowcrest
White only.

Se pe role—co rt-t-rp

Freezer and Refrigerator
Section.

On a
ach meatball.
flutes.
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ing a personal
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Washer Model WCDATN-2 agitate speeds. i
3 spin speeds—including "Rapidry-1000'
1
5 cycles Color choice Avocado. Colonial
....',,e4ificoadisivest Gold, Snowcrest White

A

Electric Dryer Model DAN2 cycles
Timed and No
Heat.Sowcrest White only.

flget

Electric Dryer Model DCDAN -- 2 Cycles - Timed and
No Heat. 2 position Fabrics
Selector. Color choice: Avocado, Colonial Copper, Harvest Gold, Snowcrest White.

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR COLORS

FRIGIDAIRE

brakes,
caps, full
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ist price.
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AT WARD ELKINS YOU NEVER
BUY A SERVICE POLICY

Washer Model WIN-2 agitate speeds.
4 spin speeds—including "Rapidry1000," 7 cycles. Dial Fabrics Selector.
Options Selector. Color choice: Avocado,
Colonial Copper, Harvest Gold. Snowcrest White.

All Washers & Dryers during this Sale Have
a 5 Year Warranty on the entire Washer &
Dryer, Parts, Labor, & Service
Ask other Appliance Dealers What-V.17)- y

Pickup

Charge for 5 Year
Labor.

$1,925

Datsun/2

$UM

1-Door

2,I15

ITS CAPS
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• Cherrywood top
•5 cycles plus pre-wash and • Double detergent
hold
dispensers
•4-level Super-Surge
• Convertible to a built-in with
washing action
optional kit

DW- IMP

DW-DMP
• 4 cycles
• 4-level Super-Surge
washing action
• Double detergent
dispensers
• Rinse conditioner dispenser
• Convertible to a built-in with
optional kit

Warranty on Parts &

()SERVICE POLICIES
Amu: W

WARD-ELKINS

ON PARTS AND SERVICE ON
WASHER & DRYER AT WARD-ELKINS
r*".
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LAY AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
NO PAYMENT DUE UNTIL FEB. 10 1970
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reMany - Things Make Murray State Homecoming Something Special-4,
are competing
with eager onlookers, while the many floats and displays
for the trophies to be awarded.
Then the traditional football game gets underway. This year's game
0
enthusiasm,
Richmond,
will be a battle with the Eastern Kentucky Colonels from
0 Blue and gold, excitement, yellow mums, old friends,
Murray
Ky. Coach Fred Faurot's 1951 OVC champions will be honored guests.
0 and Thoroughbreds — all do their part to make Homecoming at
will have a
State University something special.
Although the day is crammed with activities, everyone
be
will
colors.
1
fall
November
brilliant
on
campus
its
in
campus
the
about
0 The hustle and bustle all
chance to take a new look at the
annual
comparable to the Christmas season for most people, This 37th
The campus is ever changing to meet modern demandsft but the friendly
0 Homecoming is packed full of events to attract and entertain all of the
to be
4
spirit is always preserved, especially for all the alumni returning
1 university alumni.
special guests at Homecoming '69.
tradFraternity and sorority functions, parties, and coffees plus the
The day's activities include:
the
heighten
8:30-12:00, Alumni registration in the Student Union Building. Tickets
$ itional parade, smorgasbord, and football game unite to
"Carlisle Cutchin Stadium, Erected in 1934, Named in Honor of Carlisle
this
spirits of all attending.
for the Smorgasbord and other dinner appointments are available at
Cutchin, Teacher and Coach, Murray State College, 1925-1953."
better,"
$ "Homecoming '69 will be different because the spirit will be
30 time.
October
naming
by
him
the
to
1954
in
alumni
tribute
Then
paid
good
boasts Mandl Vinson, director of alumni affairs. "We've got a
9:30, Parade Time
"Carlisle Cutchin Homecoming Day,"
returning."
alumni
of
lots
and
scheduled,
game
good
a
team,
0 football
10:30, Alumni council meeting in Rooms 1 and 2 of the SUB.
Another tradition at Homecoming is the display of the school colors—
LL:04-12:30, Smorgasbord Luncheon in the SUB Ballroom.
blue and gold.
1 Since the founding of the Alumni Association, thousands of students
part
2:00, Ballgame in Carlisle Cutchin Stadium. (1951 OVC Champs will
a
also
The yellow mum decorated with blue and gold ribbruis is
that traditions
have become dedicated alumni of their alma mater. So it is
of the special occasion. The wearer of the mum enjoys the flower and at be special guests.)
A bold a special place in the hearts of these 0,1tunni.
4:30-8:00, Sparks' Open House at Oakhurst.
the same time knows that the profits of the mum sale go toward scholarof
spirit
the
Thoroughbreds,
the
out
IA What would Homecoming be with
6:15, Unveiling of plaques honoring past presidents and secretaries
students.
deserving
for
ships
old
of
renewing
the
Building.
/enthusiastic fans, the wearing of yellow mums,
The morning parade is always a big favorite because everyone is of the Alumni Association in the lobby of the Administration
past experiences?
Cafeteria.
Winslow
$friendships, the exchanging of ideas, or the recalling of
in
invitation
by
Dinner
6:30,
crowded
always
chance
a
to
The
is
route
participate.
Parade
given
the
of
the
was named
ArAlrallral/AYAIArailvAerAIAPPAIKI
, In the early history of the football team, the squad
'
/a/PlivatearwIeff..ersraratielea/.4rAvarAFAPWAVAPralvAIAIRIMIIPEPArallrArallrI
/aaiv4v,
iligdpadrawersirApergarApeingeatarainaedy.wassweileineraratAirAI/VAraer
By Sandra Lawrence

"Teachers." Their first games were with high schools, junior colleges,
and independent teams.
y i W19
Than
Raine
'Thoroughbreds" by Dr,
ms,the
e28
ersi teams
var
tound
T. Wells,
off Murrayy SteLe named.
Aad what about Carlisle Cutchin Stadium?
Named for the coach and athletic director of Murray State from 1925
until his death hi 1953, the Carlisle Cutchin Stadium was first used ie
the fall of 1934,
A bronze plaque placed at the entrance of the Stadium by the Alumni
Association reads:

0
,
Q — I pay the medical bills
\
i
for my aunt even though she is
not my dependent. Does that
•
mean I won't be able to deduct
g
i
these costs
2
A — As a general rule, only
1
0
medical expenses paid for a def
Z
pendent may be deducted along
0
\
with the taxpayers other medie
1
cal cests. However, if you could
have claimed your aunt, except
,
for the fact that she had $600
1
or more income or filed a joint
return with her spouse, then
t
you may aid the medical ex.
penses you pay for her to your
S
awn expense
Q — I'm not sure I under\
stand the notice I got from the
3
4
service center. What should I
%
do?
A — Call your local IRS of%
fice, they should be able to
have
call
you
When
you.
help
the notice in front of you so
William Howard Taft is the
The official nickname for
Tarsus, a town near Adana,
The official nickname for
you can identify it for the perpresident to become chief
Opof
only
"The
is
Land
Arkansas
Turkey, is chiefly famous as the Maryland is the "Old Line
son helping you.
of the United States.
justice
portunity."
birthplace of the Apostle Paul. State" or the "Free State."
Q — Why can't a check made
support
out to cash be used to
a charitable centribution?
A — To substantiate a deIII
ductible expense your records
other
among
:must indicate,
square-mile island.
things, the purpose of the exBy MURRAY J. BROWN
About 10,000 "water peopense, to whom paid, as well as
UPI Travel Editor
ple" live on junks and samthe amount.
other anHONG KONG (UPI) - pans at Aberdeen and
A check made out to cash
I mililiS111111 111116
than
UF
less
But
chorages.
a
is
shopping
doubt
no
does not indicate the nature of There's
365the
in
out
spread
are
lion
the expense and must be sup- major attraction for American
WA
square-mile New Territories,
111
ported by other records, such visitors in Hong Kong. But
Britain holds under a 99clear]
which
rewardequally
others
are
there
as receipts.
the
lease from China expiring
III
A check made out to a speci- ing in this British Crown Colony year
a rec
fic organization, a charity for in the shadow of Communist in 1997.
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by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
YOUR BENEFACTOR THE ROLLS
HOYCE COMPANY,HAS REFUSED TO
PAY YOUR BILLS. WHICH MEANS
YOUR MR DOBBS OWES THIS HOTEL
0/56746. AND
UNTIL ALL OF IT IS
MAIO, YOU'LL ALL.

ROT biki JA/L.

drive t,
_SIVQ.KSVILLI/ Traffic takes on a seasonal touch as Mr. and Mrs.- Roger West
gorilla.
the
He'C
If1TwaulieFWi
in
party
Halloween

i
II

.
oki
oiR
SiT
I-IoN
RoPo
PER
I4EA. y
AAAT
TI. GO
HOW MUCH YA PAYIN'
AN' HOUR FOR
BELL- HOPPisP

(wELL,I GOT THEM
KIDS INTER THIS
MESS„. SO I'M AiM114.1'
T' VVORK OUT THE
TAB 8Lie .
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by Charles M.Schuh'

Peanuts
e competing

/50METiME5 I LUAkE
UP KNOWIN6 I'M
GOING TO NAVE A
BAD PAY, AND 5UIZE
ENOU6H,I HAVE
A SAP VA'-'..

;
;

year's game
in Richmond,
red guests.
will have a
t fall colors.
the friendly
ning to be

60METIME-5 I WAKE UP-7HINKIN6
I'M 601N6 TO RAVE A 6000 DAY,
BLIT IT ALLOAqS TURNS OUT TO
BE A E3AD PAY..

HOW ONE I NEVER AKE UP11-IINK[N6
I'M GOING TO HAVE A GOOD DAY,AND
THEN REALLY HAVE A GOOP0A?C.
HOW COME I NEVeR LLAKE UP THINKING
IM 60iN6 TO HAVE A PAD PAY, AND
THEN HAVE A 6000 PAY 7

if
Tickets
e at this

OCTOBER 30 196

MY 5TOMACI-1 HURTS..

-

cs.-•••

u

by Ernie Busluniller

Nanev
4/

THAT NEW
KID ON
OUR BLOCK
IS A BIG

Champs will

secretaries
n Building.

uATSUN 510 STATION WAGON
Containing all the features of th• 510
the 1970 Datsun station wagon combines Sedan except independent rear suspension,
flat cargo space is large enough to handle room, rid• and overall utility. Its six feet of
most any load.

AritrAriv./.ff
ard Taft is the
to become chief
United States.

around the table expectedly
thought the' President made a
mistake in mounting such a
strongly worded offensive for
Haynsworth.
They also were uniform in
feeling that Agnew set a new
gaffe record in his New Orleans
speech, which might contribute
By MERRIMAN SMITH
to determination of the antiwar
UPI White House Reporter
factions to continue, if not
intensify, their protest demonActors Theatre Associates anWASHINGTON (UPI) —Some strations in mid
-November.
nounces open tryouts to be held
clearly identifiable friends of
Interestingly, the decidedly for "Barefoot in the Park", by
the Nixon administration spent pro-Nixon participants did not
Neil Simon, and "The Marriage
a recent evening in a Wisconsin differ with the liberals
as -Go-Round", by Leslie Stevens.
Avenue pub discussing current harshly as one might expect.
Tryouts will be held on Sataffairs with a few acquaintanConservative opinions varied
ces who were clearly lacking in widely. One man who worked urday, November 1st, and Sunday, November 2nd, a 1:00 p.
ardor for the President and his for
Nixon's
election said, m. at Ken-Bar Resort in Gilpolicies.
"Agnew may not have checked bertsville, Kentucky. Persons
It was entirely off-record, the that speech with the White wishing to audition may come
participants were friendly yet House'in advance, and what he on either-4SL.
poles apart on political philoso- said in New Orleans may have
ATAhas openings for all
phy;
some
had
been
in made some high administration types of 'emiperienced theatre
government before, some were people unhappy, but I'll bet you personel, including actors, techin it now— a cross-section of there is not a cross word nical men, property men; end
conservative and mildly liberal exchanged between Nixonand
apprentices. Positions available
attitudes.
'Include- both salaried and nonAgnew on this subject."
Mostly they ' were talking
Another man on the same salaried personnel. Applicants
about the "character Pgasina- side of the political fence said, for any of these positions need
tion" defense of Judge Clement "Oh, thereell be other Agnew not be members of Actors EquiF. Haynsworth Jr. by President speeches the rub a little raw ty.
All actors are encouraged to
Nixon and the "effete corps of and the New Orleans thing may
Impudent snobs" speech in New have helped solidify the protest bring a resume vzith photoOrleans about antiwar protests people, but did it ever occur to graph, and prepare a 3-5 minby Vice President Spiro T. you that, right or wrong, ute reading. For further inforAgnew.
Agnew voiced what a great mation, please contact Hayden
Running third on the highly many so-called 'silent' Ameri- Thomas, Associate Director, at
informal
agenda
was
the cans have been thinking for a (502) 362-8321.
of
views
between long time?"
iSepate Republican Leader Hugh
Sctitt of Pennsylvania, who at 'Medical center' co-ats
last count favored a unilateral
HOLLY% OQD (UPI) —
ceasefire in
Vietnam
and Robert Lansing and Dyan
Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Cannon (ex-Mrs. Cary (rant)
Laird who is against, at last
will co-star in a segment of the
count, unilateral action.
new hour-long television drama,
The liberally inclined people "Medical Center."

Tryouts For
Theatre In
November

WASHINGTON
WINDOW

IC El)!!

I NEVER
CALL
PEOPLE
NASTY
NAMES

YOU
SHOULDN'T
CALL

PEOPLE
NAMES
LIKE
THAT

FATHEAD

WELL, I GOT
WHEN HE
SA ID YOU WERE
SILLY LOOKING

WHAT ELSE
DID THAT BIG

MAD

FATHEAD
HAVE TO SAY?

Sa
t/
EN
O/AU ON TOYS
OTASCO
W. AND GIFTS
SHOP EARLY FOR ALL THE EXCITING NEW TOYS
ELECTRIC FOOTBALL

BABY'S /aN
A
HUNGRY

$7.50 Value

499
Calf Your-Oven- PIarrI-- —
Plan Your Own Defense!

All the thrills & excitement of a real game for
young & old. 70-427-I

KOOKIE KAKESor INCREDIBLE
EDIBLES
Molds that form luscioii,
bugs, insects"ok kakcs mad..

of sugarless candy. Good
eat! 70-617 6164

Si see' on

She chews her food, drinks
& wets. Complete with,
spoon, teething ring, dish,'
nursing bottles,,bib, dress,
booties & diapers. Battery

Your Choice

99

ii

$1-47-77- VALUE

operated (less batteries)
.0.1 11.1

coctfLict

Tuberculosis
Checked By
Early Start

ACROSS
•
1-Wooden pin
4-Fruit cake
8-Wolfhound
12-Fuss
13-Declare
14-Wife of Zeus
15-A state (abbr.)
16-Party
18-Transactions
20-Bacteriologist's
wint
21-Part of "to be"
22-Bitter vetch
23-Communists
27 Rocky hill
29-Possessed
30-Eam
31 -Printer's
measure
32.Permit
33-Turf
34-Pronoun
35-Sufferer front
Hansen's disease
37 Posedfor
portrait
38-Dress border
39-War god
40 Blockhead
(Slang)
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42-Ignore
44•Conflagrations
47-Meeting
51 -Exist
52-Slender
53-Century plant
54-Falsehood
55-Units of
Siamese
currency
56-Tear
57-Lair

NEEDS!!

Safety step-up plate
& platform. Ballbearing front wheel.
10" size. 65-159-1

unw

an naamorau
won

12" Trike
.71 A9-4

noi no
7•77

1.63

roo

MIXER

\

3-SPEED
Instant beater release. Consistent
power for most
mixing needs.

9.4011K

743

BLENDER

Howard Henderson
South Futon. Tenn
901 479 2517

II/nee 1811011

ROAD BUILDERS

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
:115 Ease Colsvwn 'Si _Memphis Tennetta•
Soot.- Unoon gay T•nnats•e
ohwey 15 South- Conn*.

SUMMERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager__
111 Maple St
153-2512

All
For

Chronic plated alloy steel.
1‘" drive. 7 sockets, spark
plug socket,extension,ratchet
& plastic case. 42-351 183-4

CHOICE

Double-lined football,
official size & weight.
Pump & tee. 6;114-c

von: BASKETBALL
Official Size & Weight

699

261/14
Chrome finish base. Solid
state controls. Transparent heat & break resistant
container with graduated
measure scale. 52-154

THERMOSTATS
17

I 16

Sale 499
Price

24(X) BTU. Can also
be used as a cook
e. 2-qt. capacity.
ses white gas for
fuel i9-125-7

Rubber with nylon'
ply carcass. Scuffproof cover for rugged play. emits

r
FOR CAR
AND HOME

STORM
WINDOWS
each

1 24

\frfiglife sp7tRGI
37e
814

Clear plastic with nails
& strips. 3'x6'. 40.194
Pkg. of 4. 40-194-2 524

.RADIATOR HOSE .
neoprr

each

TUNE-UP KITS "
h"
.
Heavy duty points.
rotor

& cotiderist.r.
-

399

Reg. low Price 9.97

7-Speeds

before e in
ter 6-ft. lengths 22 tio

Pump and
Kicking Tee

SET

CATALYTIC
HEATER

sh" HEATER HOSE
Check yours

Murray Marble
Works

243
Battery operated tool
that draws with buzzing
sound. (Batteries not included). 70-260-s

unium FOOTBALL

Standard or
metric.

SALE PRICE

Montclair

22-1 16

•

Na•Ogil Snows&

,Plush lined antimony in
silver'or gold finish. Embossed designs. 70-230-4,

Portable

you change anti-freeze

complete line America's quer
ity built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders tor truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms Capacities 3,600
to 36,000 pounds

(:iiiitter sound. Dial with
bell. Moving eyes. Attached pull cord. 70-485-4

luskid
SOCKET

Install one now when
A

47

Choice
6 Styles

$250
Value

10-Pieces

Montclair

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES

16 Trike

CHAITER PHONE JEWELRY BOXES

LARGE SELECTION OF GIFTS• USE OUR LAYAWAY!

Wiliiii1111111111111111BM1111111
1111111111111M11111Wiii11111
11111111111111Mill111111E111111

)

BIZZY
BUZZ
BUZZ

599.

Some diseases can be stopped
in the early stages. Before they

11111111111gallillit:!1;i::111111111
11111taiii1111111111111111111
1111111111111M111111111Miiii:
.E
iiniiiiiIIIIM111111011111111110

1,Novelties
2-Mental image
3-Unit of currency
4-Sailors (collat.)

an Buren

WWI MOON WW1
2MUM =UP MRB
U0 0411 MOURN
ONIU
NOUL1 WAS Mail
NOW GAU

begin.
Tuberculosis is one of those
diseases. A tuberculous infection can be checked—by taking pills called isoniazed—beUNA ORM
fore active disease has a chance
AUOU
ifi MRRN
to develop. Everyone who has
DOW UWO WWI a tuberculous infection does not
OUMUOV 0M9 00
develop active TB. But some
BUD MOW MOW
do. And an ounce of prevention
LOU MIEVI UMW
pays.
30
There are no syrtiptorns with
37.Mentally
46-Observed
acute
47-Guido's
a tuberculous infection. Itt,can
38-Harbinger
high
linger on undected for years.
40-Pertaining to
note
How can anyone find out if he
the moon
48 Openwork
41.Noti of scale
fabric
is infected with TB germs? By
43-Greek letter
49-Household
taking a tuberculin -test.
44-Man s name,
Pet
45 Great lake •
50-Vast age
Preventive medicine is familiar to almost everyone these
days. People know they do not
have to be sick to see a doctor. For many people—but not
all, unfortunately — medical
checkups are part cf an annual
routine.
Tuberculin tests should be
30
part of the annual checkup. If
MM.the results
of the tests are pos11111MMIERNIIIIIMall itive—that is, they indicate the
presence of TB germs—other
1111161111.1ffillillig WIEN
follow-up tests are necesaary to
confirm the windings. If the re11111.1111M111111E
sults are negative—no TB
germs present—the tests should be repeated at the next annual checkup.
Anyone can pick up a tuberculous infection at any time.
Just by breathing in the germs.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, ne.
50
But daily doses of isoniazid, taken for months, can handle the
infection.
For more information about
tuberculin tests and TB, contact your tuberculosis and respiratory disease association.
Lt's a matter of life and breath.

DOWN

)9

Sale Price

Flamboyant
Red
Finish

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
5 Hail!
6-Musical platter
7-Woody plants
8-Changed
9-Hawaiian wreath
10-Fuss
11-Girl's nickname
17-Postscript
(abbr.)
19-Printer's
measure
22-Dine
24-Teutonic deity
25-Unit of currency
26-Stalk
27-Tissue
28-Hebrew measure
29-Pronoun
30-Witty remark
32-Instructions
33-Sink in middle
36 Hebrew letter

TRIKES

Flying°

Yor most
'WM r-&-1171 I

Insure peak performance year *round. No
better plugs at ars+,

PHONE 7534691
9-6

0
r SIO

Mon =Mit.

/-9 Fri. - Sot.
1-6 Sunday

In Bel-Ait
Shopping

Center
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Crown Jewels Television
Survive 1917 In Review
Revolution
By RICK DU BROW

By GAY PAULel
UPI Women's Editor

THURSDAY

KENTUCKY

OCTOBER 30. h-sc.,

AIR1

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-- Notes
By DONALD FINLEY
to watch television by:
The Headliners: Johnny Cash
W4SH1NGTON (UPI) — The
the country-folk singer whos
weekly show gained atten II II I wave of major strikes Labor
George P. Shultz
Secretary
on ABC-TV this past summer
could
plague the
predicted
will return to the network ;IA
his series in late January. .nation well into next year
began Sunday with a walkout of
.Pat Paulsen, the dear
100,000 General Electric workhumorist who scored well
the Smothers Brothers show, ers.
The GE strike may be
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Oldest capital
SANTA FE, N.M. (UPI)
The capital ,city of New Mexico
is the oldest seat of government
in, the United States, (lilting to
its Spanish founding in 1611i.

Murray Sewing 'enter, your Singer
Dealer in Murray, is moving soon to
Bel Air Shopping Center and everything must be sold before the big
move in order to cut moving costs.

II

2

Bonded Acrylics $ 12
Reg. 53.98 yd.
DRAPERY CLOSEOUT! Mill Ends

Remnants

ANTIQUE SATINS

25e YD.

We are approaching the end of what has been a long but enjoyable campaign.
In waging two campaigns my wife and I have met you, the wonderful people. We shall
always be grateful for the many courtesies you have shown us. As you go to the polls
on November 4th you must decide the issues. Do you want more Nunnism and higher
taxes or less Nunnism and a reforming of many of the now existing tax laws? As a
taxpayer I believe that the people of Kentucky are entitled to sympathetic representa
tion in Frankfort
!Remember, Annie and me when you breathe your prayer.

Vote for the Candidate you feel will best
Serve the 5th District!

GUY LOV1NS
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
For Transportation To The Polls Call Me
at 436-2161 or 753-3611

Just In Time For
HOMECOMING
Delicious Ryan BOILED CU6TARD
for Murray State Homecoming
parties.

ODDS & ENDS BUTTONS - 3e PER CARD
JUDGE IS ACCUSED
perior Court Judge Lloyd S
Davis_ 1 above4.,1a tree_caul.iu
own recognizance in P..sadena. Calif., after b,ang
:iooked in the ;dabbing of his
wife Mary. 51. She was
wounded in the back during
a
what was described,
-loud family altercati-n
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Major Strikes
Could Plague
U.S. All Year

MOSCOW (LTD- The revolution came, the monarchy fell,
but the crown jewels somehow
survived the uprising of 1917
that changed the course of
world history.
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emeralds and other precious
stones worn by the czars and
czarinas, and even their horses,
sequestered inside the walls of
the Kremlin.
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MURRAY

Get it at your favorite grocer
or from your Route Salesman.

Many More Specials at

Murray Sewing Center
Open 8:00 to 8:00
1301 MAIN ST
PHONE 753 5323 Monday through
Open 8 00 to 5-00 Saturday

Ryan In Co.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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SEEN & HEARD .

Three Accidents

OCTOBER 30, 1969

GROUNDBREAKING Quotes From The News

• " (Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page One)
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page One)
(Coettlnued From Page One)
Susan Kennedy, 807 Sharpe
and Air Force when all its de- notably the Kentucky
Street, Murray, and and a 1966 program, and Dr. Karl Hussung,
Farm Butails are made public..
The funeral for Mrs. Myrtle old Ryan Milk milk bottle, we Chevrolet four door owned by professor of chemistry, deliverreau Federation and Gov. Louie
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ed
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so
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of
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tire 86-plane
1358s, would be a boon to land
car in the left rear quarter dents representatives of both me."
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more
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County with the arrangements
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report.
Engineering and Construction
WASHINGTON - NAACP Attorney Jack Greenberg commenting
than
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we do in
Controversy Increasing
by the Max H. Churchill Funeral
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Damage to the Kennedy car Company of Owensboro, an d
time.
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amendment,
Home.
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was on the left quarter panel the architectural firm, Lee Pot"at once":
systems
which
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increasing
Mrs. Overlay, age 57, died
Minutemen and Polaris • PoseiIf a fellow eats dinner early and to the Massey car on the ter Smith and Associates of Pa"Now that the court haa accepted the principle on which we
don missiles, and by the new controversy, would provide for Sunday night. She is survived
left front fender and bumper. ducah, some sub-contractors,
and that integration should exist during
the General Assembly as a "con- by her husband, Arvil Overby, it's plumb dark before you
FB111 bomber.
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to press for such relief in all pending
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the
tinuing
body."
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to
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cases."
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for
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Morris, two !POW, Jerry David
economy move would mean an
South 12th Street in front of
To be located at the interSears Roebuck and company. section of U.S. 641 and Ky. 121
end to radar patrol flights by legislative days, which would Newsome and Glen Carter, and
DoMelrose
from
is
now
paved
JACKSON, Miss, - Lauderdale County School Superintendent
two grandchildren.
12 EC121 aircraft based at Mc- not need to be consecutive.
Charles B. Starks of Murray bypass on the northeast corner
ran Road all the way to CataIn
the
year
of
the
election
of
Ike
Etheridge reacting to the Supreme Court order:
Coy AFB, Orlando, Fla. It said
Route Two, driving a 1967 Ford of the 185-acre .main campus,
lina. A vete improvement.
"It's just a physical impossibility as far as I'm concerned.
'radar surveillance in Florida a governor, the General Assemfacility
will
in$5,297,000
on
the
four door, was going south
education no one has ever experienced anywill continue to be provided by bly would convene in March,
South 12th Street, slowed down clude a stadium that makes In the history of
otherwise
it
would
see how we can do it."
convene
I
don't
in
this.
thing
like
re
kng
range
1E1ov:1-based,
A new building well underway to make a left turn ir.!o !he provision for seating 20,000
January as it does now.
(Continued From Page One)
dars..."
in South.side Manor shopping Sears driveway when he was .spectators.
is hit in the rear by the 1967
Laird also announced Ali
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
Some construction such as
Members would receive com- Murray, speeding, fined $104)0 center. Also Kenneth Owens
Force fighter squadrons at pensation "to be fixed by law."
along on his new grocery Chevrolet pickup driven by clearing of trees and grading
$4.50.
well
roes $18.00; State Police.
George AFB, Calif., and Home
R. N. Gariami, reckless drivstore building on West Mein. Bobby Ray Johnson of Murray, has already begun on the pro- (Contimmd From Page I)
Some of the state's most powPaul M. Sargent, Route Six,
stead AFB, Fla., will be in. erful lobbying groups AssociaIt has ten apartments upstairs. according to the police report. ject, which has a 22-month con- less driving, fined ;100.00 costs ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Benton,
improper
passing,
fined
activated, and that Nike missal( ted Industries of Kentucky,
J. F. Trimble, speeding, fined
Tuesday at 2:10 p. m. an ac- struction schedule. University $4.50.
the $10.00 octets $18.00; State Poinstallations for bomber de Kentucky Chamber of Comm.
Bunny Broad has a new distri- cident occurred on Main Street officials expect the Racers to
R. L. Beckner, public drunk- $15.00 costs $4.50.
lice.
C. J. Luney, disregarding
fense will be closed down at cm* among them and Nahh
bution center in the commerc- in front of Owen's Food Market. play their home football games enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Joe R. Perry, 2nd Street, MurSawmill Cars involved were a Buick in the stadiueduring the 1971
Sykes
Fairbanks, Alaska.
where
ial
area
public
drunkstep
sign, Cried $10.00 costs
R.
G.
tamer,
have opposed annual sessions ray, cold checking, amended to
owned by John Lovins Used football seaso,
The base reductions will end with Nunn's position being:
was formerly located.
enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. $4.50.
disorderly ccmduct, fined $10.00
Cars and driven by Cheryl EliT. L. Marshall, driving while
37,800 military and 27,000 civil
J. J. Barry, drinking beer in
The academic-athletic com-It would be more expen- casts $25.00; Sheriff.
from Ed- zabeth Lovins, 1601 College plex made a splash in the news intoxicated, amended to reck- public, fined $15.00 costs $430.
Listen
to
quote
this
sn jobs.
sive.
Vernon Ramsey, Murray, failhalf-a- Farm Road, and a 1964 Pontiac recently when a delay was or- less driving, fined $100.00 costs
-It would lower the quality ing to supply support for chil- mund Burke: "Because
under a two door convertible driven by dered to permit an "in-depth" $4.50of the General Assembly and dren, order to pay $30.00 per dawn grasshoppers
make a field ring with Ellen Nolen Boone of South review because the low bid had
K. G. Todd, public drunkenLegislation.
month beginning November 1, fern ,
chink, whilst lath Street, Fox Meadows, Mur- substantially exceeded a $3,- ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50;
-The present interim com- 1969 for support a children; their importunate
thousands of great cattle, re ray
971,000 estimate made by archi- subject given ten days in City (Continued From Page One)
mittee system is "infinitely bet- Sheriff.
of the
Police said the boone car was tects about 14 months before.
Jail at hard labor suspended
•
(Continued From Page One)
Credal' Colson, Merray, public pose beheath the shadow
ter."
British Oak, chew the cud and backing out into Main Street
However, that problem was if he not be back in this court midnight. This includes small
engage in genuine negotia- -History is on the side of drwAienness, given five days in
and hit the side of the Lovins resolved when the Kentucky for rest of this year 1969.
trash and leaf fires around,the
jail at hard labor; public drunk- are silent, pray do not imagine
the present system.
tions."
car going west on Main Street, Property and Buildings Comnoise
make
the
R. W. Burkeen, speeding, home. Towers are now being
those
who
that
Support for annual sessions enness fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
"In all this time, you have
are the only inhabitants of the according to the police report. mission approved without a dis- fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
manned seven days a week.and
allowed agreement only on the has been voiced by some mem- Sheriff and Jailer.
Damage to the Lovins car was senting vote a resolution by the
D. D. Morgan, speeding, fiend will report all smokes they see
Charles C. Blakeexue, Route field; that of course they are
shape of the table. The plenary bers of the Kentucky Commitmany in number; or that, after on the left side and to the Department of Finance support- $15.00 costs $4.50.
before 4:30 pm. "We have insessions have served as a pro- tee on the State Legislature, two One, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
W. E. Lee, drinking alcohol- structed our Law Enforcement
they are other than the Boone car on the right rear tail ing an award of the contract at
ail,
speeding,
fined
$10.00
costs
paganda forum - not as a General Assembly leaders, and
ic beverages in public, fined Personnel and all Rangers to inshrivelled, meagre, hopping, light and fender.
the low out price.
recently, by Atty. Gen. John R. $18.00; Sheriff.
peace forum.'
though loud and troublesome
In additiob to facilities for ;15.00 costs $4.50.
crease their patrol and investiMarshall
B.
Keltner,
DyersBreckinridge.
approach
"A
new
Lodge said
J. D. Jackson, speeding, fined gate all smokes", Sorensen said,
insects of the hour".
football, the complex will aLso
burg,
Tenn.,
weeding,
fined
Majority
Leader
RichSenate
is needed to break out of this
house the university's entire $15.00 costs $4.50.
"This means if you are burning
sterile situation and prompt ard L Fryouire of Madisonville $10.00 cods $18.00; State Po- Walter Lippman says: "I look
C. R. Sheeks, speeding, fined before 4:30 p.m., there will
ROTC
program
lice.
and House Minority Leader
•
serious negotiations."
his adfootball $15.00 costs $4.50.
Murray,States hair footba
probably be a Ranger around
•• "Therefore," Lodge said, "in Don Ball of Lexington have. Terry M. Called% Elgin, Ill., on Nixon himself and
Final rites for Mrs. Essie A. games are now played in Car.. 4. -I- Howard,. speeding. fined to- find---out -why! If you. are- ministration as engaged io ,delCumd--$10.00
costs
speeding,
headed
a
"grass
roots"
citizens
agreentint with the government
•
lating, not merely the financial grown were herd - ladajr-- -st 11 lisle Cutchin Stadium, a 6,000- $15.00 Casts $4.50.
burning illegally, we have no
of the Republic of South Viet- movement to support the pro- $18.00; State Police.
D. K. Hall, speeding, fined ether choice but to cite you beinflation, but deflating the poli- a. M. at the chapel of the J. H. seat facility built in 1934 and
James
M.
Kirkpatrick,
Jacknam, the United States propos- posal.
Home
with
which was built Churchill Funeral
named for a former athletic $15.00 costs $4.50.
fore the County Judge. We
Proponents contend annual son, Term., speeding, fined tical inflation
es that on next Tuesday, Nov
D. S. Houston, speeding, fined hope this will not be necess
up in the course of generations, Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., of- director and coach.
costs
$18.00;
$10.00
Sheriff.
sessions
are
needed
because
4, the four principal spokes
ficiating.
$15.00 costs $4.50.
,
ary!"
Newton
Homey
Bardwell, built up really from the time
men, each accompanied by no meeting once every two years
Pallbearers were Boron JefT. R. McElwee, speeding,
that Woodrow Wilson promised
Hopkineville,
-We recommend, if you must
reckless
driving,
more than three advisers, meet does not allow enough time to
Lassiter,
Joe
Parkfrey,
James
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
lined $10.00 costs $18.00; State to make "the world safe for
burn, to first take precautions
YOU
KNOW
NOW
get
the
job
done.
They
further
10:30
session
at
in a restricted
J. W. Wilson, public drunk- to prevent the fire from spreaddemocracy"; then by Franklin er, Loon Phillips, Ottis ValenPolice.
a.m. here at the Majestic Hotel claim better legislation will be
Roosevelt promising to "save tine, Velvin Allbritten, Novis by United Press International enness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50; ing by plowing or rakingeMne
Dan R. Meador, 710 Poplar
"At this session and any sub- the result and the cost will not
plus ten days in Ail at hard around the area to be burned
the world from fear; and by Pate, and Greene Wilson.
The first electric generator
sequent ones, each spokesman be prohibitive, but a saving be- Street, Murray, driving while Kennedy trying to save it from
Burial was in the Murray Celabor.
Have water and tools handy in
English physican raise any subject he wishes. cause of the quality of legisla- intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs revolutionary wars, and finally metery with the arrangements was developed by
D. M. Lipford, speeding, fiend case the fire should .escape. Be
1831.
Faraday
in
cist
Michael
tion
produced.
State
Police.
$13.00:
There would be no public re$15.00 costs $4.50.
trying to make a Great by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
a law abiding citizen - don't
The underlying issue, though,
Danny Alan Brame, Route Johnson
e.
lease of the record of what is
/ P. D. Thorn, reckless driving. burn until after 4:30 p.m., and,
Society everywhere, not merely.,
Mrs. Brown, age 00. -4/ed
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
_said at such ir.eetings, but we is the power of the executive One, Kirksea, fiPeetllng. fkred in the United States. Those were
then only when the wind is
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
could agree on exactly what branch versus the power of the $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po-inflated promises, and we're onday at the Murray-Callatimay
T A Halinski, disregarding calm," he concluded.
lice.
legislative
branch.
Supporters
would be said to the press afunrolling County Hospital.
James Howard Ward, Padu- now in the process of
of the amendment want to inter each session."
deflating that inflation."
or
cah,
driving
while
intoxicated,
There was no immediate re- crease the latter and feel anaction from the Viet Cong and nual sessions would be a move fined $100.00 costs $13.00; State
Police.
the North Vietnamese delega- toward that goaL
Dr. Karl Hussung received a
tions to Lodge's proposal.
high honor this week when he
The proposal added weight
was named as president-elect of
to reports that Nixon plans a
The elegant Torino Brougham is rich in looks, lavish in
the Kentucky Academy of Sciappointments. Compare it to other intermediates You
major policy statement in his
ence.
won't find its equal anywhere-not in appearance
speech on his administration's
and certainly not in price. It has a longer
plan to end the Vietnam War.
The funeral for Jc*sl1"-S.tapi. He was out early this morning
wheelbase for a smoother ride. A wider
Ledge in the 38th session of
age 53, will be held Friday at jogging.
track for better road holding. Hideaway
chapel of the
the talks two weeks ago rejectat
the
10:30
a.m.
The funeral for Hilman H.
Headlamps, concealed windshield wipers,
ed a North Vietnamese propos- Houston was held today at two J. H. Churchill Funeral Home Several bicycles stolen lately.
302 CID V-8 are just a few of the standard
al for secret talks to exclude the p. m. at the chapel of the J. H. with Rev. W. A. Farmer and A bicycle means as much to a
features. Take your choice of 2-or 4-door
Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiating. young person as an automobile
Saigon government delegation
urchin Funeral Home with
eardtops. Either one is worth a visit just to see
about
be
bring
pallbearers
will
Active
does to an adult When it is
"We leek to
Rev. Wayne Newby and Rev.
now beautiful it is.
genuine constructive negotia- Norman Culpepper officiating. Beale Outland, Scott McNabb stolen he feels it very much.
Lennis Houston, Larry Suites-, If you see a bicycle apparently
tions," Lodge said, "so that we
Thomas Roberts, C. D. Vinson abandoned, call the city police.
can get a settlement and an
Harold Houston and Thomas
Torino Brougham 2-Door Hardtop
end to this war. I've tried to Houston and other friends from Jr., Owen Hale, and Wayne Many times a shiftless individual will pick up a bicycle and
do this many times in the past, Kevil were the active pallbear- Darnell.
Honorary pallbearers will be ride it to within a block of
and I'm going to try to do it ers. Honorary pallbearers were
Gingles Wallis, James Lassiter. where he lives, ditch it, then
again today.'
Jesse Wells Lassiter, James
L D. Miller, Galen Thurman walk the rest of the way, carParker, Hall MeCuiliton, Joe LasJoe Dick, Glenn Doran, Jiggs ing not a whit for the feelings
Euphrey
Culpepper,
siter, Harty
eassiter, Eurie Garland, W. C of the young person who owns
Phone lag
Cohoon, Fulton Young, Grogan
Farley, Cucley, Elkins, Hayden Morris, Arthur the bicycle.
Torino GT gives you the ride, the handling, even its own aerodynamic SportsRoof styling that adds to your go. And you can
Porter
Roberts,
NEW DELHI (UPI) - An
Farmer, Rubin James, Pete Fur
go all the way up to the 429 Cobra Jet Ram-Air V-8 with a living, breathing, through-the-hood shaker. Then add our new Laser
and Jack Wilcox.
Coboon,
applicant for a telephone in
dom, Mason Thomas, Kelly
Stripes, high-back buckets, 4-speed Hurst Shifter'. . . you get the idea. Park the GT if you want to-collect a crowd, and
India must wit an average of
take them on a cruise if you want to dazzle them.
Burial was in the Murray Brooks McCuiston, and Earl
four years and four months to Cemetery with the arrange- Steele.
get one. And because of an ments by the J. H. Mu/chill
Burial will be in the Murray Cemetery with the arrange- (Continued From Page 1)
increasing shortage of resources Funeral Home.
the waiting period is expected
Houston, age 70, died Tues- ments by the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends School, Regional Librarian of
to be five years by 1974.
day.
may call.
Purchase ;legion, Assistant LibStamps, prominent farmer rarian at Murray State Univerand land developer, was the sity, and is presently an Assistson of John Milburn Stamps ant Professer in the Library
and Nebraska Stamps. He was Science Department at Murray
a member of the Elm Grove State where she teaches courses
Baptist Church and had lived in Children's Literature and
most of his life in the Elm Audio-Visuals. She holds memTorino GT SportsRoot
Grove community. In the last bership in the Kentucky Libfew years he has been working rary Association; Kentucky Asin land development in Texas, sociation of School Librarians,
Oklahoma, Illinois, and other National Education Association;
surrounding areas.
First District Education AssocThe deceased died Tuesday at iation; both National and Ken.
This is the beauty that caught the competition napping. You won't find a lower priced intermediate hardtop anywhere in the
the Baptist Hospital, Memphis, tticky Audio-Visual4 Associatcountry. Yet it offers you many features you'll find only on the more expensive Torino models. Longer wheelbase. Wider track.
Tenn. He is survived by his ion, and the Fir* District LibCurved side glass. Concealed windshield wipers. Fiberglass belted tires, and more. Fairlane 500 is just one of thirteen
wife, Mrs. Frances Downs rarian's Association.
great ways to go Torino in 1970. Your Ford Dealer is the man to see. to see them all.
Stamps, his mother, Mrs. NeMrs. Terhune has served as
Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the Murbraska Stamps of Murray; son- Librarian of the Murray-Calloray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
in-law and daughter, Mr. and way County Public Library, ard
hogs.
through the Merit System of buying
Mrs. Jim Doran, and two grand- is presently serving as Librarchildren, Mark and Karen Do- ian at Murray University School.
ran, all of Hendersos, and one Her professional associations inA REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
brother, Charles H. Stamps of clude National Education AsMURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
Chicago, Ill.
sociation. First District EducatFRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
ion Association, Kentucky Library Association, Kentucky Asaociation of School Librarians,
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
and the First District Librar•
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock inian s Association.
dustry of this area a strong boost. We need your
Fairlane 500 2-Door Hardtop
business and support and invite you to call 753Federal State Market News US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.50-25.00;
5334 for top hog quotations
Service 10-30-69 Kentucky Pur- US 2-4 240260 Ike $24.00-24.50;
chase Area Hog Market Report US 3-4 280-20:i lbs $23.50-24.00.
Includes 10 Buying Stations. SOWS:
Receipts 591 Head, Barrows and US 12 270-350 lbs $21.75-22.50,
Gilts Fully' 50 cents Lower;
Few $23.00:
Sows, Fully Steady.
US 1-3 300-550 lbs S21.00-21.75;
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $250025.50. US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20 00 21.00.
Few 1-2.$25.75,
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Torino. High Style.

Haman Houston
Funeral Today

Nothing in its field can match it for luxury.

Funeral Is Friday
For John Stamps

Torino. High Performance.
New SportsRoof styling ...six great V-8's.

Mrs. Edna

ATTENTION .••.

Livestock Producers

Torino. Low Price.

BETTER HOG PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

Lowest priced hardtop in its class.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

TORINO

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
No. 1
Grading No.3 No. 2
'24.75 '25.00 *25.50

FORD gives you Better Ideas.It's the GoingThing!
PARKER FORD, INC. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

411.1.11p.r.r.
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1970 outlook dim
for mortgage money

1

banking firm of
mortgage
Sonnenblick-Goldman, said savings and loans, mutual savings
banks, commerical hanks and

insurance companies "are not
attracting all the new money
money for real estate mortgages. they need to finance the nation's
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
Thrift institutions maintained growing housing needs."
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The their rate of mortgage tending
Sonnenblick blamed low inChief economist of the Metro- through the first six months of terest rates at the thrift instiCo.
foreInsurance
politan Life
this year by locating alternate tutions for causing sophisticated
sees little relief for homebuyers sources of money, but Moeller savers to put their money in
next year from scarce money believes
"this
cannot
be more profitable investments.
and high interest rates.
expected to be the case much
He urged the Senate Banking
The
economist, Charles longer."
Committee to propose legislaMoeller Jr., says business and
`Nloney will be generallz tion to exempt from taxation
individuals have reduced de- tight and expensive in 1970,' the first $1,000 in savings acposits in savings and loan he said. Jack E. Sonnenblick, count interest income for each
associations and mutual savings executive vice president of the family, thus encouraging saveis
banks, the chief source of
to the
to return their fun
banks and thrift institutions.
Such a plan not only would
increase the money available for
mortgages but would curtail conChaZInel 4
Channel 5
Channel 8
sumer spending, "thereby reTHURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
strainifig inflatiOn,"Sonnenblick
said.
x-6 p.m., Ch. 4 News around the clock, around the world •
Moeller predicted the lenders
the PROFESSIONALS sum it up for you at 6 o'clock. With
will insist more often next year
JUD COLLINS, AL VOECKS, BOB OLSEN. PAUL EELLS.
on "equity kickers" as.a part
News. 30th, ; Socr's News; Wthr.; SotsMul
News; Wthr Sots
6 ,00
Ghost and Mrs.
of the-cost of a loan.
Family Affair
30 Daniel Boone
Under such agreements, the
2.7:30 p.m., Ch. 4 ERONSIDE seeks evidence to free Sgt.
borrower must repay part of
r, no alibi!
r
Ed Brown from a murder charge for which he h7
the loan with stock, thus inThe Jim Nabors Hour That G
▪
loo Daniel Boone
suring the lender of part of the
ff
:30 ronside
The Jim Nabors Hour Bewitched
•
1D

:00 fronsicte
30 Dragnet, 1970

This is Tom Jones
This Is Torn Jones

Mcyiei
'Dear Heart"

1-9 p.m., Ch. 4 DINO welcomes TONY BENNETT, SID
CAESAR, PAT HENRY, and CHARLES NELSON REILLY
to his hour of music and mirth.
n
7

1

fa

1 2
)
•Li
I

:OD Dean Martin Show
- 30 Dean Martin Show
. Spy',
00 News,
: 30 The Tonight Show
:00 The Tonight Show
30 The Tonight Shaw
00 The Untouchables
:30 The Untouchables
-00
30

October With the Kini
Moyle
Family
Movie
; -So,"
News win, . Som.
Outdoors; Moo:'
ShowMunsco
Griffin
The Mery
Olnaer
"Dead
She*
Griffin
Mery
The
Movie
The Mery Griffin Show
Movie
the Joey Bishop Show
The Joey Bishop Show
The ./Des Bishop Show

FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5

Country Journal
Country Junction
Show
Incrlaies Navy
CEIS,News
Show
30
Juntition
Count,- y
bozo Show
Toney; Wthr
Junction/ News-Wthr, Bozo Show
30 Today
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Show
:00 Todevi Wthr
O
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Shaw
Ike
.30- Tooily
:00 11 Takes Two
The Mike Douglas 5150* Lucy Show
7 :30 CorgentlatIon
The Mike Douglas Show He Sect — She Said
Barbara Moore Show
:es of Me Century Andy of Mayberry
II :30 filogYaroCid Squares Love et
Barber* Mame Pee*
/*dearth
Where the Heart Is
Rewrite-tied,
IT I • :31 Name Droppers
Searcis for TomocrowThat Girl

✓1
10

Worgthe
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ao Mot
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7 .co
ra
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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•
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4oc
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Sh'
y
l
ise*tsh.e SlISOcr'irelg
/r
.e7:rnM:kot
11110 Days oo Our Lives imam/ Soiendorea ThInoThe Newlywed Gam*
:31 The Doctors
I
The Guiding Light
The Dahno Game
. Arne
O notne
General Hosoital
Secret Storm
:30 Bright Promises
TrIO Eds. ot Mart
One Life To Live
:* Letters to Laugh-ln Ganef' Pyle, USMC
Dark Shadow!
:30 To Ted the Truth Gilligan's Island
Flipper
:IC Beat the Clock
Movie:
The Beveriy NiSbJtles
:36 550. Avenue See* "Stack Sebbath"
I Love • Lacy
:011 Nth Avenue South
Movie
,
News
Huritiev Brinkrey
CBS E yen ng News Dick Van Dyke Shove

-200
2
7
A
c

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
O

:00 News: Wthr ; SPts News, wthr ; Sports *400,,, Vet,-; $01!
:30 Nish ChisPorral
Get Smart
Let's Make • Deal
Chaparral
Tne Good Guys
The Brady Bunch
to Tore
Mr. Deed
am•Hogan's Heroes
:30 Name c# the,

7 :coHio,

Gco•

a

30 Name of the Game Marie:
Here Come the Brides
'
:30 Herne Of ftl• GANT! 'Piga*, male,
Here Come the Brides
:Og Cl. Nashville MUSIC MovIO
Jimmy Durant, Presem
:30 Del Reeves Show
Movie
The Lennon Sisters
ag ptversi
)0 4
- 0:144,ewsi.44=144nr
Sports • News
r Seer
'
,
Mason
Wagon Trani
I :10 The Torgght Show Perry Mason
Wagon Train
▪ -317 The Tonight Show Perry Masco
Wagon Train
200: The Untouchabies
Purr Masco
Joey Bishcc Sticks
Movie:
NY
:30 The Untcuchables
Joey Bielscr
:CO
-This Carnivai Story" Jeer Bistro !how
Moyle
:3i

9

1

She*

1

x-Paid advertisement

profits. The plan works reasonably well on income construction such as shopping centers
and apartment houses but is
impractical in the case of single
family houses.
Moeller said if lenders do not
get "kickers," they must charge
higher interest rates to compensate for probable continuing inflation.
He said lenders are no longer
able to put up money on normal
terms when the loans are likely
to be repaid with inflationcheapened dollars.
Sonnenblick urged Congress
to provide some sort of inducement to encourage pension
funds and other lenders to put,
money into real estate without
demanding "kickers."
"It will be difficult to have
these lending institutions revert
to straight lending techniques
without government encouragement," he said.
The shortage of mortgagt
money and high interest rates
are blamed for causing a slump
in home building activities.
Housing starts slid to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of. 1.3
million in August and Housing
Secretary George Romney said
the rate ma- -tfall below I million by the end of the year.
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and...
YOUR MONEY
BACK
if you don't
love the bra
or girdle

Come in now and buy a PLAYTEX Bra or
Girdle. You'll get a tree• $1.29 value
shower cap from PLAYTEX. And, it you
don't love your new PLAYTEX Bra or
Girdle, return it to PLAYTEX for a full
refund. Full details are on a coupon
you'll find on PLAYTEX packages
and displays
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LOS ANGELES (UPI)—In
1908 the first motion picture
studio in Southern California
was set up here by William Selig
for the production of "The
Count of Monte Cristo."
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FOR SALE

IPA RentRIAll
*ROW ME

SHOP AND COMPARE
Before buying color TV. Total automatic color. We can
top all prices. We can top all warranties.

AUTOS FOR SAL!
1964 T-BERD, good condition.
Call 436-5331.
N-4-C
1969 CORVtaTe convertible
with both tops, red, low mileage, Kentucky tags, four-speed,
AM-FM stereo radio, power window. Priced just a few months
" ago at $5,744.00. INciday's price,
$4,787.00. Priced to sell. Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South
12th Street. Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C

MANAGER WANTED

Real Estate For Salo

HELP WANTED

MOVE NOW before cold weather really gets here to staywe have some real good houses
listed which you can have immediate possession. Buy today,
move tomorrow.

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
female. Apply in person to DartCastle, Chestnut Street. No
phone calls please.
TFC

Only Curtis-Mathes offers the prorate picture tube warranty. Only TV Service Center gives 18 months of free
home service.

FRAME your aenttmentai pictures and valuables for safe
.
keeping and wall groupings. 200
beautiful frames to choose from
3-7 day service. Also original
gifts. The Gallery, Mayfield
N-1-NC
Road.
1969 HONDA, 450, 3,000 miles.
Phone 753-8482 after 5:00 p. m.
"9.30-C

Expert Repair Man on Color

TV SERVICE CENTER

TANDEM AXLE utility trail*
or, 15' x 8', electric brakes. CAH
436-2201 alter 5:30 p. m. 0-31-d

LOFTY pile, free from soil Is
WANTED: Young man or midHome of Beautiful Cures-Mathes TV and Stereos
THREE-BEDROOM brick, has dle-aged man to work at Downs
the carpet cleaned with Blue
312 North 4th
Phone
753-5865
new carpeting, completely re- Poultry Farm, Hwy. 121.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Ap• $1. Big K.
decorated, living room, bath, ply in person.
N-1-C
0-30-C
carport, dining room, shady lot,
NOTICE
HONDA
90,
1500
miles.
Phone
garbage disposal "rill.s utility. WANTED: Woman or man for
753-8877.
0-30-C
This one has a
ferrable dry cleaning pick-up. Apply in
loan.
person at Jones Fashion Clean1967 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4MAUSER, Spotter, BelieFOUR-BEDROOM brick, has em, 102 North 5th
0-30-C
door hardtop, Kentucky tags,
ium made. Needs tapping for
two full baths, carpeting thropower steering, power brakes,
scope.
Phone 762-3844. 0-30-P
WANTED:
Night
cook
at
K
&N
ughout, kitchen with built-in
factory air. Dark blue, plastic
OCTOBER 31st IS THE LAST DAY TO PAY CITY OF
Root Beer. No experience necrange,
study,
utility
room,
carheavy coat, size eight,
BOY'S
seat covers, low mileage, $2,0-30-C
port, living room with sliding essary.
navy blazer, size seven. Phone
275.00. Divehi Taylor ChevroMURRAY PROPERTY TAXES TO AVOID
doors to large patio and even WANTED:
Salary unlimited. Answer in writing, giving quali7534494.
0-30-C
let, Inc., South 12th Street.
,Girl for general ofdrapes. Pay less than most fice
A 10% PENALTY THAT WILL BE
Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C
work. Clerical nature. No
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
three bedrooms.
fications and some information about yourself. Intyping required. Send resume
ADDED NOVEMBER 1st!!
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
.
1967 CHEVROLET Caprice 4FIREPLACE in the living room to P. 0. Box 32-V, Murray, KenYour complete music store.
door hardtop, six-way power
clude age and telephone number.
of this neat three bedroom tucky.
0-30-C
ross from post office, Paris,
seats, power windows, new car
Clerk,
the
City
office
payable
of
at
the
are
Taxes
brick. Has central heat and air,
0-30-C
Tenn.
trade in, Kentucky tags, power
DING
DONG!
selling
Christmas
o23. 25, 28, 30
City Hall Building.
recreation room, carpeting, two
steering, power brakes, factory
baths, carport, kitchen with starts early with Avon - earn
489Call
OLD
mare.
-YEAR
3
air, vinyl top, $1975.00. Dwain
built-in Tappan appliances and $$$ for your Christmas in spare
3252.
0-30-C
Chevrolet,
Inc.,
South
Taylor
is located only one-half block Lime near your home. Start now.
12th Street. Phone 753-2817.
SERVICES OFFERED
NOTICE
Call or write Mrs. Evelyn L.
ONE UP-RIGHT Piano. Call
from grade schooL
0-31-C
753-5899 or see at 824 North
BRAND NEW and a honey is Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady Grove
PROFESSIONAL resident0.30-C
19th Street.
this three-bedroom brick. It has Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, 965ial pairing. Brink roll, spray.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala, 40-31-C
a large living room, entray hall, 3363:
References. Free
estiniatim
door eecian, V-8, powerglide,
two baths, carpeted throughout,
Phone 753-3486.
Nov.-25-C BOYS CLOTHES, size 12. One
WANTED: Cook and Salad maknew car trade in, red, Kentucky
built in G. E. appliances, doasuit and coat like new. Reasoner.
Apply
in
person
at
Owen's
tags. A real pretty car, $975-00
AUTOS FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FLOORS CLEANED, waxed, able. Phone 753-2845.
ble concrete drive and carport,
0-30-C
Food
Mkt.,
1409
West
Main.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
buffed, home or office. BY day
outside storage, large patios
0-31-C
South 12th Street. Phone 753- 1964 CORVAIFt convertible, 3-BEDROOM unfurnished borne and porches.
week or month. Window clean- USED AND NEW Spinet pianos
0-31-C pcnverglide, yellow, real sharp, with lots of potential. Approxi- REAL NEAT is the best way to SOUTHERN INDIANA TRUCK
2617.
ing. Call 753-9509.
TFC mid organs. Authorized Baldwin
Kentucky tags, $875.00. Dwain mately 1700 sq. ft living space describe this
dealer. Lonardo Piano Comthree-bedroom
SALES
Princeton,
Indiana,
1.969 CHEVROLET Impala 4- Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., Serrth plus two-car garage, situated on
FOR YOUR home remodeling pany. "Across from post office",
brick. U haevtwo baths, built-in needs immediately all purpose
: door sedan, 327 V-8, turho-hy- 12th Street. Phone 753-2617.
a beautiful wooded 1.15 acre lot. range, outside storage,
additions and repairs. Free esti- Paris, Tennessee.
0-31-C
carport, general truck mechanics. Apdramatic, power steering, facmates. Call 753-6123.
0-31-C Can be bought for less than re- living room, dining area and
TFC
207 Maple Street
pointment
for
interview
cap
be
tory air, Kentucky tags, oneplacement cast and very snsall nice lot. It's priced at
AIR-CONDITIONER fcc 1957 or
less than arranged by calling collect
7 5 3 6 58 3
owner, sold new in Murray, 1968 OPEL Cadette station wa- down payment by a qualified
'58 Plymouth. Call 456-5331.
$20,000.
(812)
385-5217
and
asking for
dark green, radio, white wall gon, swhite, four-speed, 15,000 buyer.
N-4-C
**SHADY LOT and it's big. There Mr. Hill. Benefits include famitires, wheel covers, $2975.00. miles, blue interior, 80 horse- DELUXE 3-bedroom home in
is also a four-bedroom brick ly Blue Cross-Blue Shield HosTINY TOY, pocket size Poodle
Less than 300 miles. Window power, white wall tires, $1575.- Benton. Large living room, fam- house located
on it. The house pital insurance-two weeks paid
AKC registered. One
price a few days ago around 30. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, ily room, dining room, kitchen has living room,
AUTOS FOR SALE
dining room, vacation and six paid holidays
pair Chineihillias, very nice. If
$4000.00. Dwain Taylor Chev- Inc., South 12th Street. Phone with built-ins and dining area, den, study,
utility, carport, car- You will have the opportunity 1968 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury
interested call 753-6488 after 5
rolet, Inc., South 12th Street. 753-2617.
0314 utility room, outside storage. peting, air-meet/honing, and isIto work on all
of the ma-jar sedan. Blue with white vinyl
p. m.
1TP
0-31-C
Has carpets, central vacuum ideally
Phone 753-2617.
located for shopping and, makes of heavy duty trucks. If roof, factory air and all power.
1967 OPED Cadette, two-door, system, air-conditioning and
schools.
SUPER stuff, sure nuf' That's
accepted, all moving costs will Brand new tires. 1968 Buick La1967 PONTIAC Executive four- air-conditioned, radio,
blue, ceiling heat. Financing readily
TWO BEDROOMS, living room, be paid. This is nct an under- Sabre four door sedan. Factory
Blue Lustre for cleaning cardoor sedan. Black, power steer- Kentucky tags, white wall tires, available.
kitchen, dining area, utility statement-This is _an _Roper- air, power steering and brakes,
pets. Rent electric shampooer
ing, power brakes, factory air, $1075.00. Dwain Taylor Chev- 3-BEDROOM
borne
recently
$1. Western Auto Store. "Home
tags, rolet, Inc., South 12th Street. completed. Has carpeting, cen- room, carport, outside storage, trinity worth looking into. We vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
Kentucky
one-owner,
beautiful
of the Wishing Well". N-1-C
lot.
Walking
distance
$1975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro- Phone 753-2617.
Station.
Gulf
Corner
of
6th
and
0-31-C tral heat and air, 1% ceramic
are on the move.
H-1-T-C
of schools and grocery. Poseslet, Inc., South 12th Street.
Main.
0-31-C
baths, large utility room, kitch- sion
HAY-Red Top. Timothy, Red
immediately on this little
0-31-C 1966 OPEL Cadette station wa- en built-ins, sliding glass doors
o
Phone 753-2617.
Clover. Call 753-2987.
N-1-C
NOTICE
1968 PON'TIAC Catalina four
Jewel.
Dwain Taylor
gon, $9/5.00
door hardtop with factory air, WILL CONTRACT new houses. DUO-THERM oil heater. Rhone
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, red, Ken- Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th to back yard. Located in cite HOLERTS REALTY, 506 WNI
power steering and brakes. General repair work and addi-, 753-5757.
tucky tags, $975.00. Dwain Tay- reet. Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C school district
,Main Street, telephone 753-166
N-1-C
Vinyl roof. 1966 Toro/ado with tioos. Phone 753-3366. Nov. 16-C
3-BEDROOM HOME with alumi- 'Hoyt Roberts, night phone
lor Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
air and power. Like brand new.
JUST RECEIVED: New ship- . Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C 1969 CHEVY Van, yellow, 6,- num siding,. Excellent location 3924; Ray Roberts, night phone
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. EXPERT TYPIST desires wort ment carpet. Heavy cut-- pile,
for lia0300se attending imitate. 753-5583.
1987'FAIRLANE 500, four-doer, 000 miles, one-owner, Kentucky sity. Within walking distance to
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-31-C to be done at home. Will do cor- $3.95 sq. yd.; Heavy shag, $3.95
H-0
tags,
radio,
$1975.00.
Dwain
V-8 automatic, power steering,
respondence, billing, addres- sq. yd.; Indoor-outdoor, $3.95
high
elementary
schools.
and
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., South
1967 CHRYSLER 300 four-door sing, and reports. Fast service! eq. yd.;
factory air, white, new car
Commercial type rubkitchen
living
with
room,
Has
Made
Fresh Daily
hardtop with factory air and All you doctors, lawyers, insur- ber back,
trade in, temporary title, $1675.- 1241 Street. Phone 753-2617.
dieing area, pantry, large util- LOST: Shakespear hunting bow,,
$3.95 sq. yd.; Heavy
IN
SACKS
OR
0-31-C
BULK
all
00. Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
power. Gold with black vinyl ance agents, and businessmen polyester fiber, jute
ity or storage area, spacious
back, $3.95
Saturday.
If
in
found
LBL
lost
roof. 1966 Buick Skylark two- who are months behind in your
Inc., South 12th Street. Phone 1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, V-8, back yard.
sq. yd.; Dupont 501 (meets or
N-1-P
door hardtop with factory air reports and correspondence give
753-2617.
0-31-C standard shift, blue, Kentucky 3-BEDROOM HOME with asbes- nil 753-2900.
exceeds FHA) $3.95 sq. yd., and power. Cain and Taylor me a call. All work kept con- While it lasts. Cash and
Carry..
MEAT MARKET
1963 LASABRE four door se- tags, one-owner, new car trade tos shingles. One of the better LOST: Black Poodle, nattie
Gulf
Station.
Corner of 6th and fidential! Call after 5:00 p. m Paschall's Discount House, Ha-,
dan, white, new car trade in, in, $1775.00. Dwain Taylor kept homes in Hazel. Seperate (.3ierre, in vicinity of Loch- 143109 North 5th
Main.
0-31-C Telephone 753-7570.
TFC zel, Ky. 492-9733.
power steering, power brakes, Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th dining room, enclosed back mond and 16th Street. Phonei
tic
0-31-C
factory air, Kentucky tags, Street. Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C porch, enclosed garage with 753-1462.
CASH AND CARRY. Remnants,
1963 OLDSMOBILE 88 four-door
workshop, corner lot. Bargain
$975.00. Dwain Taylor Chevrohall runners, bath room pieces,
$9,000.
air
and
factory
hardtop
with
only
priced,
NOTICE
NOTICE
let, Inc., South 12th Street.
some indoor-outdoor with hU
with
327
Camero
power.
1967
-BEDROOM
with
5
BRICK
3
Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C VALARAH LEE Apartments,
density rubber back, some jute
motor, automatic in the floor.
Murray's newest, South 16th. acres. Has lots of closets, slidback, shags, commercial type
1965 PONTIAC two-doer, V-8 Street, unfurnished, two-bed- ing glass doors to patio, unusGold with black vinyl roof. Cain
and others. Values to $8.96 sq,
automatic, power steering, pow- room, carpet, air-conditioned ually large utility room, enclosand Taylor Gulf Station. Cornyd. Our price $1.99 and $2.9*
Call
er brakes, fractory air, power electric heat, refrigerator, /love, ed garage. Make us an offer
0-31-C
er of 6th and Main.
sq. yd. While it lasts. Pasohalt
seats, Kentucky tags, new car garbage disposal, dishwasher. on this one.
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury III 4Discount House, Hazel, Ken?
trade in, $975.00. Dwain Tay- $150.06 per month, plus utili- 3-BEDROOM BRICK with 13%
door sedan with factory air and
Lucky. Phone 492-9733.
N-1-K.
lor Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th ties. mature adults only. No acres. Located on Hwy. 121
all power. 1966 Chevy II sta'64 CORVA1R, clean. Model 80.
,
Street. Phone 753-2617. 0-31-C pets. Shown by appointment on west, approximately halfway be753-3914
tion wagon, V-8 with 283 motor,
ifultigraph Duplicator, like new.
N.i.c tween Murray and Mayfield. A
7534974.
Phone
ly.
and
1967 CHEVROLET Caprice, twoautomatic transmission
Master addresser, ideal for
nice place for someone who
door hardtop, white, black vinyl TWO-BEDROOM furnished a- wants small
power steering. Cain and Taylor APPRENTICE Beauty operator small mailing lists. Phone 753acreage to raise
top, bucket seats, power steer- partment Central heat and air- horses or a few head of
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and needs job. Full time or pert 7769.
N-1-C
cattle.
ing, power brakes, factory air, conditioning. Carpeted. Avail- 50 ACRES OF LAND with
0-31-C time. Phone 436-5602 days.
Main.
ap17.5
CUBIC
FT.
used
Frigidaire
Kentucky tags, AM-FM radio, able November 1. Phone 753- proximately 3,000 ft. blacktop
031-1
1959 OLDSMOBILE 88 fourchest-type trilliter. One used ex$2475.00. Dwain Taylor Chev- 8611 days or 753-4331 after 4:30 frontage. West of Murray. Exhardtop
with
air
door
and
powtra nice Hotpoint refrigerator.:
SAW
istilet Inc., South 12th Street. p. m.
FILING,
scissors
and
pink
0-30-P cellent development property
er. A real sharp car. 1963 Pont- ing shears sharpened. Small ap- One used riding lawn mower,:
Phone 753-2617.
0-31-C
or cattle farm. Has large metal
iac station wagon with factory pliance service. 512
N-1-C•
A TRAILER. See Brandon Dill
R. South Phone days 753-8391.
air and double power. Cain and
1966 MERCURY Comet, two- after 4:00 p. m. at Dill's Trailer barn and feed house, woven
N-1-C
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 12th. 753-6067.
door hardtop, temporary tags, Court at the Murray Drive-In wire fences, no house. Call us
6th and Main.
0-31-C
$875.00. Dwain Taylor Chevro- Theatre entrance. No phone for details.
92 ACRES ROLLING land on
let Inc., South 12th Street. calls, couples only.
0-30-C blacktop road, completely
1965 FALCON two-door six cylfen0-31-C
Phone 753-2617.
inder automatic. 1965 VolkswagFURNISHED very desirable one- ced with creosoted posts and
en. Chevy, %-ton truck, $295.00.
1968 CHEVROLET Van, power- bedroom apartment between woven wire. Good supply of
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station
glide, windows all around, blue, University and town. Couple or water. 29 acre corn base makes
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-31-C
Kentucky tags', $1275.00. Dwain single person only. Private en- this a good farm for row-crops,
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South trance. 753-1299.
0-31-C cattle or hogs. Entire farm sow1965 CHEVROLET Impala four
ed down in permanent pasture.
12th Street Phone 753-2617.
door sedan. A local car wit/
0-31-C TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished a- 108 ACRES on blacktop road.
filpry air and all power, six
partment. Phone 753-5079.
Approximately one-half bottom
wa seats. 1962 Pontiac Stis
1989 XL, yellow, black vinyl
---0-31-C land and one-half hillside. Has
Chief,
four • door sedan, good
top, AM-FM stereo radio, Ken14 acre corn base and 1 acre
mechanically, 8295.00. Cain and
tucky tags, bucket seats and NICE FURNISHED apartment Dark Fired Tobacco base. Price
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
console, power steering, power for two. All private, electric $125 acre .
6th and Main.
0-31-C
brakes, automatic, factory air, heat. Two blocks from Univer- INCOME PROPERTY in Hazel.
new car trade in. Has beets sity. Available !Km. Phone 753- A 30' x 36' combination brick
2
0-31-C and concrete block building
$3275.00, marked down to
on
2 acres of land, 2 blocks east.
$291500. Dwain Taylor Chevroof US 641. Price only $6,000 if
let, Inc., South 12th Street.
0-31-C
Phone 753-2617.
October 31st is the last day sold immediately.
to pay City of Murray property RESIDENTIAL LOTS. We have
11 PLYMOUTH Satellite with
to avoid a 10% penalty a large selection of choice lots
power steering, brakes and taxes
41111
be added November in Murray, Hazel, Fairview Acindows, air-conditioning, star- that will
Taxes are payable at the res, Jackaan Acres, Lynwood
1st.
tape and vinyl top. Phone
office of the City Citric, MY Estates, Westwood, Kingswood
753-3710 after 6:00 p. m. 0-30-C
0-30-C and Panorama Shares.
Hall Building
TO BUY--see us. TO SELLNOTICE
NOTICE
list with us.
F'ULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE .. It will pay you to
and Maple Streets. Office phone,
753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
Young, 753-4946; R. B. Patter-• check on the price of these tires!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
son, 436-5697; lamael Stinson.
753-1534.
H-N-1-C

FOR LOCAL STORE

Need Manager at once with
grocery background.

NOTICE

P.O. Box 131

TS

44.15T
>fil ED
AR.oVS

Murray, Kentucky

Ken-Ten

[

BUILDING
SUPPLIES

-PANELING

J tia?

99

r, AtaAt.

OSE

LOST & FOUND

00011COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
SHROAT'S

FOR RENT

Trees and Shrubs
Trimmed or
Removed
Kelley's Pest
Control

STOP wasting time
GO classified

NOTICE

10

*Polyester Cord Runs Smoothand Cool.
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
• Safety Stop Treadwear IndicatOrs
Luxurious Turnpike Design
•
•
Si
•
•

Be A Part of the Action . • •

Join the Band

SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON RENTAL OR PURCHASE
OF BAND INSTRUMENTS!
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7575
COMPLETE MUSIC

"YOUR

CENT R"

WANTED TO BUY

•
•
•PAISILI11.01311T115.
•
•
• CAIN & TAYLOR •

WANTED: Oct. 7, Ledger &
Times. Please bring to the Ledger & Times office.
'TFNC

GULF STATION
•
•
Phone 753 5842
Corner of Sixth & Main
••
WANTED: Used adding ma-•See Our Selection of FineVied Ca
irs
chine. Phone 753-5401. 0-30-C
•••••1110•4116.111/1••••••

•

ijr.4.6.11.4,..t .<,
.rjr.

v.,

BLACK TOP PAVING

PREDICTS CUTBACK
Hugh.
scott, senate Republican
leader, predicted in Washington that President Nixon wfil
trim 1 million nn from the
Armed fors-es berth.*
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AUTUMN HARVEST—Using tiretrucks with hook ladders,
state and city police pull University of Texas students on a
"save our trees" protest from high branches of live oaks and
cypresses in Austin, Tex. Twenty students were jailed. Soon
afterward bulldozers moved in and knocked down the trees.

ROTC recruit
isn't uniform
down. I have a boy friend. He',
By STEPHANIE ROUMELL
in the National Guard."
TRENTON (UPI)- At a tim
Still, ROTC is ver
when military things are the demanding, so it's not all fun
'cause of much militancy on and games for the girl soldier
many a campus, there is a The 30 inch steps demanded in
beautiful little exception at drills are difficult for her short
iiticler College. .
legs, Momentarily they've
She is Jean Ann Sarnowski. slowed
the pace to
She has long chestnut hair, big accommodate her, bat
blue eyes, measures a wisp under ultimately shell be expected to
uve feet, has been around just keep up with the boys.
20 years and has just jaljned ,78
Very soon now, shell be
men students in Riders R&M. expected to disassemble the M-1
Both in and out of her in four minutes flat. "1 don't
fatigues, which are very baggy know what I'm going to do!"
because as she explained they she said.
are cut strictly for men, Miss
And soon after that, shell be
Sarnowski is all girl.
asked to fire the heavy M-1 on
She plays a good guitar, likes the Ft. Dix shooting range.
to curl up with "The Prophet"
ROTC has also presented a
and other books, attacks the problem in the area of her love
typewriter from time to time life. Her "steady" doesn't like
producing respectable prose and her enrollment in ROTC. "We
an occasional verse.
had a big fight," she said, "and
She shops a lot for clothes of he finally admitted. he was just
"conservative mod." And when jealous. I told him that was
she graduates a year from June, downright unfounded, plus very
she'll be on the hunt for a selfish because after all I'm
fashion buyer's job in New having fun."
York.
So to make up, her boyfriend
Though she could pull an gave her a present - polish to
officers rank in the WACs shine her brass buttons.
because of her ROTC stint, shell
have none of that. "Let's net
carry this thing that far," she
said in her low, melodic voice.

Gaslight's
still here

So why did Miss Sarnowski
join ROTC? Because she's a
highly adventurous female. She
drives motorcycles, is learning to
NEW YORK (UPI) - Long
fly a plane, skydives, and she hit gone from the
American scene is
the experts' slopes the first time the lamplighter of the Gaslight
she skied.
Era.
Burning more brightly than
This fall she needed an
elective course, and on a whim ever are the lamps he tended.
No longer used for street
she asked Lt. Col. Jack Meyer if
she might pin ROTC. "You lighting and general illumistation,
could have knocked me over gaslights in use 'today
with a noodle," she said. "He nevertheless total over 2 million,
more than seven times the
said 'Sure,' I'd be welcome-number in use at the height of
the celebrated 1890s era,
So now she can salute, she's according to the American Gas
learning to shoot, and in general Association.
she's having a ball, particularly
They are in use wherever
during clawa-oom sessions.
"There's no chance for outdoor living is popular flirting on the field," Miss shedding a soft, welcoming glowi
Sarnowski said. "It's very strict on patios, porches, along
sidewalks, steps; drtveways and
when we drill."
But inside, there's another swimming pools.
story. There were, for instance,
They run the gamut from the
many eager hands to ease her flaming luau torch of Hawaii to
puzzlement in learning to stately boulevard lamps. Designs
disassemble a big M-1 rifle.
reflect Victorian, Chinese,
And, "yes," she said, "a lot Hawaiian and early American
of the guys have asked me out. Influences,
Everyone's really been very nice,
For vacation use in areas
even after I turned every one
without electricity, in home
emergencies and for mobile
homes, there are indoor gaslights
that give a steady, bright light.
Recent gaslight features
Include a solar-powered control
that turns a lamp up at dusk and
down at dawn without
compleUey shutting off the gas.
Lift-out glass panels, hinged Or
removable hoods and hinged side
panels make for easier cleaning
and a control prevents light from
dimming when gas pressure is
low.
An interesting sidelight. The
Association says gaslighting is
believed to have been used first
in China in the 10th Century.
The Chinese captured natural gas
In bags or bladders as it escaped
from the ground. When they
wanted light, they pricked holes
in the bag and ignited the
escaping gal.
Born
HOWL PLAYWRIGHT
in Dublin. phi ywrigh t and
poet Sanmel Beckett won
the 1960 $72.500 Nobel prize
for Literature He is 63
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1
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ROOM SIZE

LID COVERS TO MATCH

24-x27- Contour - '2.33
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REVERSIBLE

CARPET
PIECES

BRAIDED

OVAL RUGS

BROWN, GOLD, AVACODA
RED & GREEN

/
2 ft. ---534.88
8/
1
2 ft. x 111

IN ASSORTED COLORS
IN ASSORTED COLORS
BIG K Reg. 88c

1
2 ft. ---$19.88
5/
1
2 ft. x 8/
3 ft.

x 5
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ALLOWEEN
CANBY
REDUCED FROM 77'
to
21$100

ONE LARGE
TABLE

IN TWINS
QUILTED

Kt
not
ture
Occa
spre
state
abou
toda

OR

BED SPREAD
$597

FULL SIZE
0 1,
B1
0.1;
0.5.

ASSORTED FLORALS

We gladly exchange or refund any item bought at Big K.
Save your tickets and sales slips.
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777

Land of Enchantment is the
nickname for New Mexico.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

9-9 WEEK DAYS
1-6 SUNDAYS
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